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Finnish - Russian symposium on Information Technology in Modern Physics Classroom

To the Reader

The Finnish-Russian Symposium on Information Technology in Modern
Physics Classroom was held in Helsinki April 21- 24, 1993. The main pur-
pose of the Symposium was to bring together physics teachers and educa-
tors interested in developing the use of information technology in physics
teaching and finding new ideas and resources for further improvements.

The possibility for organizing the symposium was introduced by
Auvo Sarmanto from the Ministry of Education during the visit of profes-
sor V. A. Davydov in Helsinki in September 1992. After the Finnish
Ministry of Foreign Affairs had promised financial assistance for the par-
ticipation of the Russian representatives the organization of the symposium
was started in January 1993. The organizing and programme committee
was selected from the active members of the Teaching Section of the
Finnish Physical Society representing the departments of Teacher
Education and Physics at the University of Helsinki. The organizers wish to
thank the University of Helsinki and especially the departments of Teacher
Education and Physics for valuable support and assistance.

The problems in the arrangement of the symposium arose mostly
from the shortness of time allowed for organisation. We may have been too
careful in announcing the Symposium in Finland as well as elsewhere.
Therefore, we hope that this collection of the papers presented in the
Symposium will give an idea of the interests of the participants. There are
further plans for continuing and broadening the line of the symposium
possibly already next year in Russia.
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COMPUTER PRACTICAL WORKS
IN PHYSICS: MECHANICS AND OPTICS

Vasily A. Davydov , Sergey V. Lavristchev, Alexandre V. Skurikhin
Russian Physical Society, Kursovoi p. 17, 119034, Moscow, Russia.

Abstract.

COMPUTER PRACTICAL WORKS IN PHYSICS for secondary and higher
school are a series of correlated programmes written in accord with concept
of PC - simulations of real students experiments in school physical laborato-
ries. COMPUTER PRACTICAL WORKS now contains 30 "experimental"
exercises in Mechanics and 15 ones in Optics, many original demonstrations
of different physical phenomena and a program Register for teacher. We
plan to continue this work and to embrace with CPWP exercises practically
all sections of fundamental physics.

It is widely acknowleged that the most direct way to a deep under-
standing of physical processes and systems is through their practical investi-
gation by means of physical experiment. Such approach is traditional both
for secondary and higher school in a form of practical works in physics.

The role of practical works in the course of fundamental physics can
hardly be egagerated. At the same time the opportunities of educational
physical laboratories (especially in the secondary school) are quite limited,
hence almost each physical field has a large number of phenomena and ef-
fects that cannot be presented in a school laboratory. Among limitations we
can ennumerate sophisticated experimental equipment required for the ob-
servation of some phenomena, the study of very long- or very short-living
processes, very complicated methods of data analysis, etc.



2 Vastly A. Davydov, Sergey V. Lavristchev, Alexandre V. Skurikhin

We believe that an efficient alternative to a real experiment in such
cases is a creative work of students with dynamic simulations of physical
processes realised as computer programmes. Interactive programmes with
visualisation of simulated processes in the monitor screen provide the posi-
bility to study physical processes and phenomena in different conditions and
to control them by variations of appropriate parameters.

Pupils are offered a set of original computer exercises based on the
simulation of physical systems. Unlike conventional educational programmes
our COMPUTER PRACTICAL WORKS are neighther animation of a hand-
book on fundamental physics nor purely demonstrational programmes made
according to the scheme "question- answer". Quite similar to an ordinary
laboratory work the pupil will have to select "experimental" conditions, ob-
serve the phenomenon and, the most important point, to use the "measured
data" for determination of one or several parameters which control the evo-
lution of the studied system.

Besides "experimental" exercises each Section of PRACTICAL
WORKS is provided with demonstrations of original and beautiful physical
examples allowing to obtain a deeper understanding of the studied phe-
nomenon.

Another characteristic feature of these practical works is presentation
of phenomena nonexisting in nature, e.g. the study of sputnik motion around
a planet with gravitational field not obeying Newton's law.

The present version of COMPUTER PRACTICAL WORKS is ori-
ented for computers of IBM PC with graphic adapters EGA or VGA.

Application of PRACTICAL WORKS in the educational process
does not require special knowledge in programming, computer technique or
computational methods. Knowledge of physics and mathematics in the frames
of a secondary school is sufficient for succesful solution of problems set by
PRACTICAL WORKS IN PHYSICS.

Experience in computer teaching revealed that a simple interface of a
computer exercise should assists concentration on the studied problem. This
is the reason why the graphics of computer experiments presents only neces-
sary objects.

Issues of practical works envisage exersises and demonstrations in the
folloing sections:

10



Computer practical works in physics: mechanics and optics 3

Gravity, Friction,Conservation laws, Motion of charged particles,
Noninertial systems, Relativity, Mechanical systems, Oscilations,
Hydromechanics in part "Mechanics" and: Optics of rays, Optics of
waves, Lenses, Mirrors, Quanta in part "Optics".

The programme "REGISTER" is provided with the PRACTICAL
WORKS IN PHYSICS" to control the work of pupils. It should be stored in
the teacher's computer.

COMPUTER PRACTICAL WORKS IN PHYSICS are intended, first
of all, for secondary schools, technical school and other secondary educa-
tional institutions as well as for students of technical institutes. PRACTICAL
WORKS can also be helpful in preparation for entrance examinations in high
schools as well as for those who would like to get a deeper insight into
physical phenomena.

COMPUTER PRACTICAL WORKS IN PHYSICS were installed in
many Russian educational establishments and are very popular among pupils
and teachers. We plan during two years to embrace with "COMPUTER
PRACTICAL WORKS" exercises practically all sections of fundamental
physics.
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ANIMATION PROGRAMS AND THREE DIMENSIONAL
PRESENTATIONS IN THE TEACHING OF PHYSICS

Jyrki Hokkanen and Peter Holmberg
Department of Medical Physics,

PB 8 (Haartmaninkatu 4)
FIN-00014 University of Helsinki, Finland

In the teaching process of physics the lecturer can use different aids to reach
his goal: to give his students the best possible knowledge of physics. At the
teacher's disposal are lectures, exercises, laboratory works, demonstrations,
and excursions to factories, laboratories, etc. where the physical theories of
the lectures are applied. As the teacher has only a limited amount of hours at
her/his disposal for the educational task, the above mentioned different meth-
ods of teaching cannot be mixed in an arbitrary way. An instructor has to re-
member that the fastest way to present a physical law or phenomenon is to
deliver a well-prepared lecture. However, from the pupils' point of view this
theoretical approach is often not very motivating. The pupils are more inter-
ested in the time consuming laboratory works, demonstrations and
excursions. Therefore, some of the practical experiences have to be included
in the curriculum, too.

At this point the teacher can utilize modern audiovisual techniques.
Video assisted teaching (VAT) provides many opportunities today to catch
the interest of the pupils and to demonstrate physical phenomena. A video
presentation can be delivered in several ways: by directly showing some ex-
amples of the phenomenon, by including animations showing only the essen-
tial parts of the theory or by including as an introduction some interesting
parts from other programs (TV, cinema etc.) on every day life, adventure
movies or pictures from nature. This vivid introduction will not only briefly
touch the phenomenon under study but it will also catch the interest of the
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6 Jyrki Hokkanen and Peter Holmberg

pupils and make them curious to know what comes next and also to know the
explanation to the phenomenon they just saw.

While copying programmes from television has become commonplace
and making one's own videos tailored to suit the specific needs of particular
courses has become possible, copyright problems do arise. Copying and
showing commercial TV programmes and video tapes, as well as recording
music from records and cassettes for video soundtrack, usually requires a
permit. Getting one is expensive, so it pays to be aware of the cases where
copying is allowed.

The presentation of a video programme makes it possible for the
teacher: to cover the subject in a reasonably short time, to concentrate on es-
sential details of the performance and to zoom in on small scale details which
would be difficult to observe otherwise (even if the pupils were on the spot).
The teacher can also stop the video or show it in slow-motion and give addi-
tional explanations, if necessary.

Video has become an increasingly important aid in teaching not only
as a substitute for laboratory work but also as a method in its own right.
Graphical and animated presentations directly utilize the capacity of the hu-
man brain to process data visually. Animation has previously been limited to
professional productions but with the introduction of the new powerful
desktop computers and the latest software, it has also become possible for
motivated teachers to produce informative and visually pleasing animation.
With the help of a video card, computer created animation can be trans-
ferred onto video tape for easier presentation and distribution. Live and
computer created images can be superposed and mixed.

Next we will focus on three dimensional (3D) animation, made by a
computer and transferred onto video. The present day personal computers
(PC) are powerful enough to create realistic moving 3D images, and soft-
ware previously limited to Unix-workstations are now available for these ad-
vanced PC's.

The process of creating a 3D object in a computer starts by construct-
ing a 2D object. This object is then lifted into the third dimension along a
chosen path. In Fig.1 we have a closed shape and an open shape, the latter
representing the path for the former, and a profile along the path for the 3D
object-to-be. In Fig.2 a preview of the final object is shown, and in Fig.3 we
have the final image. After a 3D object is created, its surface material is cho-

13



Animation programs and three dimensional presentations in the teaching of physics 7

sen from a library of materials or edited from bitmap pictures. The surface
material may have bumps and wrinkles and may even be transparent to a de-
sired degree. This will result in an astonishing reality in appearance, and in-
deed it is often impossible to tell a photograph of a real object from an im-
age created by a computer. Spotlights, cast shadows, and added haze will
complete the illusion of reality.

Figure 1. A three-dimensional bone-shaped object is created when the
two-dimensional cross-section (a) is lifted into the third dimension along the
curved path (b). The profile (c) scales the size of the cross-section.

Figure 2. "Wire-frame" created Figure 3. The object completed with
from the elements of Fig. 1. a smooth surface.

14



8 Jyrki Hokkanen and Peter Holmberg

Earlier, creating an animation meant drawing every picture by hand. Every
second of an animation required 10 to 30 separate drawings, and therefore,
creating even a short animated sequence took months. Nowadays, however,
creating an animation requires only one sceneful of objects and a personal
computer. The animation is produced simply by telling the computer where
and how to move the objects, and how to transform them.

It does not take a trained graphic designer nor a computer freak to il-
lustrate a principle of physics with a 3D computer programme. Although of-
fering a large number of parameters for completeness, the programme's de-
fault settings work for most situations and an object is created with a few
straightforward steps. In the programme's library, many useful objects are
waiting to be used in animation, so it is usually not necessary for the user to
construct complex 3D objects. Simple geometrical shapes are also readily
available from the control panel.

Examples of 3D animation programmes running on PC's are Topaz
4.0 and 3D Studio 2.0. Special reduced prices apply for educational institu-
tions, so the investment will be along the same order as for any ordinary
computer programme. For transferring the ready animation onto video, a
board is needed. Such computer boards are available from several companies
and the recommendable ones with flicker reduction circuits cost around
10,000 FIM. However, these can also be used in overlaying text and graphics
on live video to give a professional touch to the presentations.

15



Computers in physics laboratory 9

COMPUTERS IN PHYSICS LABORATORY

Ari Hamalainen
Department of Physics,

PB 9 (Siltavuorenpenger 20 D)
FIN-00014 University of Helsinki, Finland

Laboratory exercises and lecture demonstrations are integral parts of basic
physics courses in the Department of Physics in the University of Helsinki.
Computer-aided measuring and data analysis are utilized in both of these.
During a one-semester course, student has 1..3 laboratory exercises in which
a computer is used as a measuring tool. In lecture demonstrations, computers
are in general use. Approximately one half of all demonstration sessions
have at least one experiment utilizing a computer.

The benefits of computer-aided measuring in laboratory exercises are:

working methods in student laboratory have become more versatile
use of graphics makes the results of the measurements clearer
when the computer handles the routine manipulations, students have
more time for personal interaction with the instructor
students become familiar with modern instrumentation technology and
data analysis

The benefits for lecture demonstrations are:

several physical phenomena, which are impossible to demonstrate with
conventional apparatus, can be presented with the help of computer-
ized measuring devices

16



10 Ari Hamalainen

it is possible to make real physical measurements and data analysis
within tight time limits
the results may be represented to a large audience numerically and/or
graphically

Use of computers have also drawbacks:

commercial systems may not be well suited for a task that has not been
taken account in that particular system's design phase; systems also
have annoying shortcomings and even bugs
use of computers does not make the preparation for lecture demon-
strations any easier; rather the opposite
sometimes the technology may take the main role from the physics;
how much the workings of a measurement system should be explained
to the students?
building own sensors and developing software with general-purpose
programming languages is very time consuming

Following general-purpose measurement systems are used:

Empirica system (one unit)
Universal Laboratory Interface (three units)
Digital storage oscilloscope with Matlab software (two units)
Plug-In data acquisition boards (three units)

In addition to these, a multi-channel analyzer with software is used in
nuclear physics laboratory exercises.

Jari Lavonen has an article about the Empirica in this paper. Some
notes about the other systems follow.

Universal Laboratory Interface (ULI)

Made in USA, developed in Tuffs University and Dickinson College
Microcontroller-based interface unit
Connects to computer via RS-232 serial interface
Sensors for distance, force, voltage, temperature, radiation, pH

17



Computers in physics laboratory 11

Software: Mac Motion (force and motion), Event Timer (motion), Data
Logger (voltage), Event Counter (radioactivity), Mac Temp (tempera-
ture)
Software for Macintosh only at the moment, PC programs under de-
velopment

Current software does not include tools for data analysis
"Open" system, technical data and programming interface are avail-
able - user may build sensors and write programs of his/her own
Is used in students' laboratory exercises and lecture demonstrations
Has proved to be very easy to use, for students too
Some of the measuring software is too simple - some integrated anal-
ysis tools would be useful
Does not take negative voltages, standard software does not support
high sampling rates does not fully replace an oscilloscope

Digital storage oscilloscope: data analysis with Mat lab

The system is put together at the Department of Physics. It is used in demon-
strations and laboratory exercises that require fast acquisition and advanced
analysis of analog signals.

Parts of the system

Digital storage oscilloscope with RS-232 interface
PC-compatible computer
Mat lab software package for data analysis and graphics
Serial communications and user interface software written in Turbo
Pascal

Sensors: force probe, microphone

Laboratory exercises and lecture demonstrations with the system
Measuring rapidly changing force (e.g. fist blow) versus time: calcu-
lating the impulse of the force
Finding equality between impulse and the change of momentum
Monitoring voltages in AC circuits (RC, RL, RCL)
Measuring electromagnetic force caused by self inductance
Examination of sound waveforms from different sources

18, 2 73030



12 Ari Hamillainen

Power spectrum analysis of sounds and vibrating strings
Demonstration of FFT in digital signal analysis
General enlarging a static oscilloscope display in lecture demonstra-
tions

Characteristics
Relatively easy to use
Modular, expandable: for a person familiar with the system, it is easy
and fast to write new analysis and graphics modules with Matlab lan-
guage, and build a new application menu with the user interface
Oscilloscope is a durable interface for signals varying from 1 mV to
40 V (up to 1 kV with an attenuator box)
The necessity to transfer data from oscilloscope to PC makes the sys-
tem more cumbersome compared with integrated systems

Plug-In data acquisition boards

Boards are designed primarily for industrial and research purposes
Boards have analog and digital inputs, digital outputs, and counter &
timer functions
Not supported by commercial educational software; high-quality pack-
ages for research laboratory and industrial applications are available

Low cost, high sampling rate, accurate timing functions
Narrow voltage range, poorly shielded against overvoltages need to
build or buy interface electronics, if used as a general-purpose device
Own software may be written with high level languages either by
writing and reading the registers of the board directly, or by using a
subroutine library
Currently the two boards are used with series of photogates on an air
track and on an inclined plane. The third board is used as a voltage
recorder with a laboratory exercise about photoelectric effect.
Software for these tasks is written in Department of Physics.

19



An approach to computer based educational environment on physics 13

AN APPROACH TO COMPUTER BASED
EDUCATIONAL ENVIRONMENT ON PHYSICS

Vladimir A.Karpov
Institute of New Technologies

Kirovogradskaya ul. 10, Moscow 109004 Russia.

The paper deals with the project called "Science Adventure". The project is
oriented on producing the computer based educational environment for
school physics curriculum. The project starts in the Institute of New
Technologies, Moscow, Russia.

The main components of the educational environment are:

1) hypermedia textbook (with pictures and movies);
2) hypertext reference book;
3) physical laboratory works (models and real labs interfaced to com-

puter);
4) set of tasks.

It is very complex to test the student's knowledge in the modules 1,2,3.
The 4 is the base element for interaction and finding out what student have
really learn out. So here we will pay attention to the task types and task tree
structure in the school physics curriculum.

To build a task tree we have selected the node physical concepts and
designed the corresponding node tasks. The tree do not let a student to miss
any node task. A node task a set of help tasks and a modeling game form a
node task level. The example of a level structure is shown below.

20



14 Vladimir A.Karpov

Game version

Node Task (calculating) <
next node <---- OK

I no

Simplified task 1 yes
OK > - --

I no

Simplified task 2
OK
I no

Explanation of the task solving ->-

To inforce the motivation, to build a bridge between a life and simpli-
fied physical scheme the node level starts with a computer game or toy based
on a model of the phenomena. The game lets students to feel the phenomena
and the task by their fingers. But student has only I or 2 attempts in the
game version of the task and it is impossible to reach the exact result without
calculations and solving the node task.

After solving the equations and getting the data the student is able to
put the data in and observe the game model, what happens. If the answer is
OK he can either go to the next node or to play the game during some time
period as a prize. If the data is not correct the student gets simplified tasks to
solve.

These simplified tasks are to differ from the node task not only by
complexity but by their types, by the ways the question is formulated and the
way of putting answer. The most popular task type is "Selection" - menu
type. Keeping in mind the four components of educational environment and
the physical appliance of the tasks the following types of tasks have been se-
lected and designed.

1. What could be determent on the base of the given set known parame-
ters? What parameters are to be given for determination of the
physical variable?

21



An approach to computer based educational environment on physics 15

Example: select the parameters for determination an acceleration of
the body that moves equiaccelerated and rectilinear.

Parameters: Initial speed.
Final speed.
Time interval of the motion. Displacement.
Body mass.

2. Find out the correct paragraph in the reference book describing the
physical law for the proposed situation.

3. The student is proposed a physical phenomena and a set of physical pa-
rameters. The task is to select from the set those of the parameters that
significantly influence the phenomena or on the process.
Example: What parameters are to be taken into consideration for de-
termination free fall acceleration at predetermined point of some
planet?
Parameters: Planet mass.

Planet radius.
Distance from the planet surface.
Body mass.
Angular velocity of planet rotation.
Angular velocity of planet revolution about the
Sun. Planet surface temperature.

3a. Range the parameters by their influence degree.

4. Why questions.

4a. Menu type. The student is suggested to cconstruct the answer using the
sentence pattern with blanks and a set of word menus. The correct an-
swer is not to be single one.
Example: The body rests on the inclined plane. The external force is
applied to the body, and it starts motion down the surface. When the
force action terminates the body still continues its motion. Why?

22



16 Vladimir A.Karpov

Sentence pattern: Because is then

Menus: sliding friction force less

plane inclination angle more
rest friction force equal
external force direction

sliding friction force
plane inclination
angle rest friction
force external force
direction

4b. "Free" text type. The student is suggested to answer by typing the text
in real language. For restricted number of questions it is possible to
build not complex text recognition system that could even dialogue
with the student if the answer is not complete.

In the project were included school teachers, physician scientists and
programmers. But the task was too complex for small teem. We see the fu-
ture of the educational environment design in cooperation with other teems.
It stands a problem of developing some program interface standard to enable
teacher to construct his lesson using modules from different manufactures
and using simple scenario language.
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NEW INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES
IN EDUCATION: MATHEMATICAL SIMULATION

PROCESSES AND SYSTEMS

V.P.Konovalov
Elti-Kudits Ltd., 31, build.2, Moskvorechye St.,

Moscow 115409, Russia

Abstracts

Our software and teaching materials complexes based on the complex ap-
proach: mathematical simulations and especially work in "on-line" mode.
There is a problem in the educational process: conditions of a task and equa-
tions are clear for students but methods for analytical solution pass out of the
training program, so that big class of tasks quits from consideration.

New information technologies allow to solve this problem. New soft-
ware tools can to simulate elements of complicated system and processes
from different fields of science (physics, chemistry, mathematics, biology,
geography, economy, electronics et other). Present software enables (using
simple basic elements) to build models without knowledge programming
languages.

It is extremely important that the level of student's activity may be
changed by teacher from working with prepared scheme to self-dependent
training of task and writing of equations and maximal pedagogical effect will
be reached.

The main idea in development and practice realization of computer
based training courses which are created in our Development Center ( ELTI-
KUDITS ) is the complex approach. This concerns not only the content of
our software and teaching materials complexes (STMC), but the hole spec-
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trum of directions in which it is possible to put in the real educational pro-
cess. In our point of view, maximal pedagogical effect is reached by combi-
nation of only computer simulation (i.e. working in the "microworld" of
mathematical model) and working in "on-line" mode (i.e. with real objects
and systems). Both directions are not except, but supplement each other and
common didactical requirement is "activating of student's activity" at the ex-
pense of concentration of attention on the essence of the investigating ques-
tions (because of the release from routine work) and also at the expense of
providing with possibility to intervene both in the work of the mathematical
model and in the work of real laboratory equipment.

There is a problem in the training (educational) process: conditions of
a task (for example physical task) and equations are clear for students but
methods for analytical solution pass out of the training program, so that big
class of tasks quits from consideration. In other side, the faculty to write se-
rious simulating program means that user knows well subject, to the right
sufficiently is master of mathematical apparatus and knows well program-
ming languages (for example Pascal, C) and, at last, has time at one's dis-
posal for work. All these demands are unreal for ordinary students. Besides
that in study: of some subject we must to concentrate our attention on the
crux kernel of the problem. That's why students have not enough the time
for self-dependent building of computer's program. And teacher also has not
the time for that.

New information technologies allow to solve this problem. The system
of computer's simulation, which was named by authors as "Stratum
Computes" represents software tool for simulation of elements of compli-
cated system and processes from different fields of science (physics, chem-
istry, mathematics, biology, geography, economy, electronics, et other)..
Present software enables (using simple basic elements) to build models with-
out knowledge programming languages.

In this system all models are building from basic elements, original
"bricks", named "images". Each image consist of four "logical strata", tied
together:

pictogramm (conventional sing)
mathematical contents (algebraic or differential equations, operations
of conferring, logical operations, algebraic functions .etc). It is
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possible to enter to 30 equations or variables which describe behaviour
or function of this "image"
commentaries and explanations of mathematical equations
three-dimensional picture of object, which is simulating in "image", if
necessary.

By operating with these "images" which were taken from system li-
braries or created independently, student constructs scheme of process by
connecting "images" with each other in accordance with given task. The
method similar to structure schemes methods underlies of this "construct-
ing"

It is extremely important that the level of the "independence" of stu-
dent's activity may be changed by teacher from working with prepared
scheme to self-dependent training of task and writing of equations.

In practical any process may be simulate by this software tool and
schemes may be connected with real objects and systems.

In this case computer is the intellectual center of our laboratory
equipments. Information from detectors pass directly to the computer and
presents for students in more convenient, graphics mode. That permits to
concentrate attention on the essence of the problem and, this is more impor-
tant, to connect "world of abstract mathematical models" with the "real
world" of physical, chemical, biologist, economic and others objects.

We suppose that using our methods (especially working in "on-line"
mode) maximal pedagogical effect will be reached.
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"PHYSICS BY PICTURES". SIMULATION
OF PHYSICAL EXPERIMENTS AND PROBLEMS

ON PC IN SCHOOL-PHYSICS TEACHING

Stanislav Kozel and Nataly Soboleva
Scientific Center "PHYSICON"

Box 13, Dolgoprudny -1, Moscow region, 141700, RUSSIA

"Physics by pictures" includes many illustrations and colorful animations in-
volving physical devices, schemes, and toy figures to explain and demon-
strate different physical phenomena.
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This software contains demonstration of basic laws of Mechanics,
Molecular physics, Electricity, Optics, Atomic physics, as well as portraits
and biographies of famous physicists, historical experiment examples, etc.

The package also includes some questions and problems for user and
the means for solving them and testing the answers.

Some of the examples are designed as a flexible constructor for
learning physics in the mode of fascinating scientific investigation.
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The product has this distinguishable features:

a) a simple in operation icon-interface like in programs for Windows,
b) strongly interactive mode using calculator, list of formulae, different

tables, etc.
c) physics examples providing wide possibilities for thinking and investi-

gation,
d) physics problems which can be considered at different levels of diffi-

culty corresponding to user's desire,
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This software is designed for:

a) schoolchildren who interested in learning Physics,
b) teachers who need assistance in teaching Physics.
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Hardware requirements: IBM AT/286/386 compatibles, EGA or VGA
graphic card, Hard disk, Microsoft compatible mouse, MS DOS 3.0 or
higher. All text messages are contained in a separate file which can be easily
edited or translated into different languages.
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PERCEPTIONAL APPROACH
IN PHYSICS EDUCATION

Kaarle Kurki-Suonio
Department of Physics,

PB 9 (Siltavuorenpenger 20 D)
FIN-00014 University of Helsinki, Finland

Abstract

Perception is interpreted as creation of meanings. Subsequent conceptualiza-
tion leads to terms and language. Science can be understood as a great per-
ception process resulting from an expansive development of the primary sen-
sory perception. Genuine learning has the nature of perception and it in-
volves the processual elements of scientific method. It aims at understanding
through unifying concepts of increasing generality. The hierarchical levels in
the conceptual structure of physics make learning of physics a unique prob-
lem. Quantification, the threshold process from the qualitative level to the
quantitative one forms the key problem. Learning of the basic concepts of
mechanics is discussed as an example. Possibilities to support the percep-
tional approach with computers are analyzed shortly.

Meanings and concepts

Perception refers originally to the creation of sensations from sensory exci-
tations. It builds up Gestalts which become organized into mental pictures
understood as representatives of entities and phenomena of the real world. It
is the basic process of creation of meanings followed by conceptualization of
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the Gestalts which leads to creation of language. It is primarily unconscious
interaction of observation and mind. Some structure and laws of the human
mind control the character of possible Gestalts, but all mental pictures are
subordinated to observation. Separation of the mutual roles of the mind and
the observation is, however, not possible. There are no pure observations,
nor any purely mental constructions. Therefore perception is basically not a
logical but an intuitive process.

Science is interaction of experiment and theory through the scientific
method. It is similarly a process of creating meanings where experimental
and theoretical elements are inseparably interwoven. There are neither
purely experimental experiments nor purely theoretical theories. Science is a
result of a development starting from the sensory perception and expanding
hierarchically through learning and studying into research and science. The
degree of consciousness increases but the basic nature of the process remains.
Science is a highly developed and structured perception process and percep-
tion is the seed of science.

Figure 1 Four-process model of perception.

The process is maintained by two basic motivs, understanding and us-
age. The .questions why and what usage divide the process into two orthogo-
nal branches, the scientific and the technological process. Both are one-way
processes working between Nature and Theory through two-way dynamics,
fig. 1. This four-process structure of perception can be recognized in all
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stages of the process. The primary excitation of senses, the mental pictures
developed, adaptation of behaviour accordingly and trial-and-error type
searching of ones possibilities are necessary elements of perception. They are
the seeds of science and technology, experimental and theoretical, applied
and inventive research.

Science operates from Nature to Theory and aims at understanding. It
is the primary prosess of creation of knowledge. Technology works from
Theory to Nature. It is a secondary process which makes use of the under-
standing to control the Nature and to elaborate it to meet better the human
"needs". The technological process changes the world the scientific pro-
cess changes the world picture.

According to the basic idea of empirical science "how" is the only way
to "why". Interpretation becomes possible through representation of Gestalts.
Perception is understanding and understanding is perception. The whole
structure of physical knowledge is based on unifying ideas of increasing gen-
erality, Fig 2. There is no final understanding but a hierarchical chain of
more general interpretations.
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Learning is part of the development of sensory perception into sci-
ence. It involves all processual elements of science, and it has the processual
nature of perception. The core of learning is increasing understanding
through unifying concepts. But the key question is not how to introduce con-
cepts but how to help creation of their meanings. Meanings are developing
processual elements of mind, Gestalts born first. Concepts are introduced as
their representations. They are elements of language and tools for further
perception.

Physics and quantification

On all fields conceptualization of the empirical world leads to increasing
generality and abstraction and yields a hierarchical structure. Higher con-
cepts are born as structural Gestalts of lower ones. Transition to quantitative
methods and concepts gives this development a new dimension, which is
characteristic to physics only. This makes physics different from all ather
branches of science and learning of physics different from any other learn-
ing. In the conceptual structure of physics three successive hierarchical levels
can be identified, fig. 3. Learning of physics involves, thus, processes of
"normal" conceptual development within the levels and threshold processes
from lower levels to higher ones. Creation of concepts on a higher level is
based on the lower levels. At the same time it gives new possibilities to pro-
ceed on the lower levels and builds thus further basis for perception of
higher level Gestalts.

Concept formation of physics starts from the level of qualitative
knowledge. In basic perception basic Gestalts are identified, classified and
connected into mental structures through perception of their mutual relation-
ships. The basic Gestalts include particularly, the entities or subjects of na-
ture, the phenomena or events of nature and their properties and the Gestalts
of conservation or change, dependence, cause and influence.

The empiricalness of this level consists of observations and qualitative
experiments supporting the basic perception through variations of the system
and surroundings. Its theory consists of conceptualization of the Gestalts,
creation of terminology and language using it, and of construction of corre-
sponding mental pictures.
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Figure 3 The hierarchical levels of physics.

Quantification is a threshold process which transforms qualities into
quantities. It builds a quantitative structure of concepts on the foundation of
the qualitative system of Gestalts. The idea of measurement has been intro-
duced also in other fields. But nowhere else does it give rize to representa-
tion of properties in terms of quantities which are combinations of units and
numerical values, and to quantification of correlations into laws repre-
sentable as equations between quantities.

Quantification is the first great abstraction. There is an immense gap
between qualitative and quantitative thinking. Many difficalties in learning
physics trace back to trials to neglect it or to find some short-cut instead of
pointing it clearly out. Pre quantification prepares the way for it. It means
perception of comparative Gestalts referring to degree or strength of prop-
erties. It makes possible to speak about stronger and weaker properties,
larger and smaller entities or faster and slower phenomena etc. It awakes the
questions "how strong, how large, how fast".

Quantities and laws are the quantitative parallels of properties and
phenomena -- or actually of the Gestalts of conservation, change, depen-
dence, cause and influence characteristic to the phenomena respectively.
Laws are relations between quantities. In this sense they are higher in hierar-
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chy. However, definitions of quantities are based on laws. Thus, the levels of
quantities and laws are tied tightly together.

Quantities form the conceptual basis of whole physics. Quantitative
representation is based on quantities. They span the bridge from observations
to theoretical models. They tie together the empiricalness and exactness of
physics. Empirical information is expressed in terms of them. Theories are
defined through basic relations between quantities. Therefore understanding
of the meanings of quantities is the key problem of learning physics.

The empirical meaning of a quantity is a Gestalt born before the
quantity. It is conceptualized on the qualitative level as a property of some
entities or phenomena. Without such characterization and attachment the
quantity is left without meaning.

The quantity itself is born by the property through a quantifying ex-
periment which, at the same time, is verification of the defining law of the
quantity. This is a narrow gate. It requires reduction and idealization in or-
der to invent a simple experimental situation, where comparative Gestalts
attached to the property can be given a quantitative meaning, so that quanti-
tative comparison of different degrees of the property becomes possible.
This involves always the possibility of choosing a unit either by taking some
easily reproducable degree of the property as the unit or coupling the unit to
the units of quantities measured in the quantifying experiment. The guiding
principle is that quantities are born as invariants.

The theoretical meaning of a quantity is born through structurization,
the threshold process leading to the level of theories. It is expressed by the
position of the quantity in the structure of the physical theories. This is a
rather late stage in the process of creating the meaning.

Basic definition gives the quantity a restricted meaning, valid in the
ideal situation of the quantifying experiment. It is followed by a process of
generalization, where the meaning is extended to wider classes of entities and
phenomena. Definition of a quantity is, thus, not one step from concrete to
abstract but a continual process or a bunch of processes. A quantity has a
chain of meanings of hierarchically different levels based on each other.
Thus, quantities are rather processes than products.
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Starting mechanics

Application of these principles leads to the perceptional approach. For in-
stance, in mechanics the basic perception should lead to identification of
three basic Gestalts, the bodies as the entities, the motions of bodies and the
interactions between bodies as the phenomena which have a causal relation.
Inertia of a body, magnitude of the change of motional state and the strength
of interaction are their respective properties. These are easily prequanti-
fyable. Stronger interaction is needed to cause larger change of motional
state and larger inertia of a body makes its state of motion more difficult to
change. It is concluded that kinematics should not be taught separately from
dynamics.

On a qualitative level it is possible to build a mental picture where in-
teractions are understood to be the only causes of changes in the state of mo-
tion. As the first step of quantification one is then lead to the idealized con-
cept of a free body with no interactions at all and to the law of inertia. The
existence of an ideal class of even motions is thus motivated and an idealized
experiment can be planned to define the velocity through the law Ar At .

Inertial mass, momentum and impuls or force result from quantifica-
tion of the three key properties. It is obvious from the basic perception, that
the ideal situation for the quantifying experiment must involve two bodies
and one interaction. This leads to studies of collisions of free bodies or of
bodies on an air table. Collision experiments offer the possibility to compare
the inertias of two bodies A and B. After statement of the astonishing inde-
pendence of the ratio I vAl/1 vB I of the nature of collision they can be
interpreted as a measurement of the inertial mass of B with the mass of A.
The change of momentum Ap, which has equal magnitude for both bodies,
follows then as an obvious measure for the change in the motional state. At
the same time it yields a measure for the strength of the interaction, which
will be called impuls.

In the conventional way of starting from one-body motion leaves the
concept of force (impulse) is left without meaning. Because its "host phe-
nomenon", the interaction, is excluded from the experimental situation it
cannot be seen to represent any property of anything. It is important that the
situations where nonuniform one-body motions are studied are understood as
idealized limiting cases of two body systems where one of the bodies is very
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heavy. Then it becomes possible to invent an ideal situation where interaction
with a large body acts "smoothly" and to motivate thus introduction of accel-
eration and force.

Role of computers

The role of computers in the perceptional approach can be
analyzed within the sceme of the hierarchical level structure and the two di-
rections of logics involved in the process. In computer aided measurements,
in treatment and analysis of the data, in forming graphical representations of
the results to percieve the nature of dependences, in algebraic modelling of
them etc. the computer supports the primary scientific process proceeding
from experiment to theory at different levels. While in simulations and pre-
dictions i. e. studies of the behaviour of theories and models, it works in the
secondary direction from theory to experiment. Uses of both types can be
and have been developed for supporting any of the critical processual stages,
basic perception, quantification and structurization.

It is important to realize that perception is the process of the pupil, not
of the teacher nor of the computer. Each processual element has to be
learned by the pupil. He learns to observe, measure, plan and realize con-
trolled experiments and do experimental researce and to conceptualize ob-
servations, represent results, interprete, model, predict etc. Therefore com-
puterization should not proceed too fast. Only processes already learnt by the
pupil can be automatized without violating the natural learning.
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USING MICROCOMPUTER-BASED DATA
ACQUISITION TO IMPROVE PUPILS' CONCEPTUAL

UNDERSTANDING IN PHYSICS

Jari Lavonen
Department of Teacher Education,

PB 38 (Ratakatu 6A)
FIN-00014, University of Helsinki, Finland

Summary

We have developed a versatile microcomputer based system including new
software and hardware for data acquisition and analysis in science teaching.
The hardware is designed to be connected to IBM PC/AT/PS computers. Our
software, Empirica 2.0, uses a Windows type of interface and allows several
methods of data analysis and graphical visualisation. The data can also be
transferred to other programs for further analysis and reporting. Version
3.0 of the Empirica runs under the Microsoft Windows 3.1 Graphical
Environment.

A pedagogical research and development program has also been initi-
ated to produce teaching materials as well as different practical approaches
to the problems of teaching-learning situation in schools. Here, we have uti-
lized the "Extended Market Square" model developed by Meisalo (1991) and
the idea of "Perceptional approach in physics teaching" emphasized in
Finland especially by Kurki- Suonio & Kurki-Suonio (1987). The qualitative
results of the evaluation of our approach support the claims of the pedagogi-
cal versatility of our approach. Our system is already in use in several
Finnish schools.
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1 Background

Over the last few years many studies have been made on how pupils of dif-
ferent age groups predict and explain natural phenomena (e.g. Driver,
1983). The main result of these investigations is that pupils' conceptions of
natural phenomena are markedly different from the concepts which usually
underpin teaching programs. Abstract scientific concepts are usually difficult
for many pupils to understand. They may know the formulas, equations or
mathematical methods but they don't understand what the natural laws really
mean.

Interaction between a new situation and present knowledge

Learning is an active process in which the learner constructs his or her own
personal world view. What is learned in any new situation depends as much
on the ideas the learner brings to the situation as on the learning situation;
learning is a result of an interaction between new situations and present
knowledge. Learning is a dynamic interaction where pupils continually and
progressively construct and reconstruct their understanding of the world.

When we use the microcomputer-based data acquisition we can easily
repeat an experiment and investigate how the situation changes when we
change one parameter.

Interaction between nature and present knowledge

According to modern learning theory a pupil has to constructs his or her
own personal view of the world. In physics teaching this means that we have
to use an experimental approach which is the natural way of teaching physics
(e.g. Kurki-Suonio & Kurki-Suonio, 1987). The starting point in teaching is
the observation of a phenomenon in nature. After recognition of the phe-
nomenon we can obtain quantitative knowledge of the phenomenon by ob-
servation or measurements. Concepts and natural laws can be defined by pre-
senting invariances between entities. The theory and the laws can then be
applied when we are analysing new phenomena (Fig 1).
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Figure 1. Experimental approach.

The word "experiment" is often used in physics teaching in a way
which is synonymous with practical activity. When we teach physics we hope
that practical activity leads to better understanding. Practical activity is not
pedagogically experimental if pupils don't construct concepts or natural
laws. When a teacher is planning an experiment he or she must know how a
new concept or law is constructed; how the mind works to process new in-
formation, what preconception the pupils have and so on. For example,
graphical presentations help pupils to understand new concepts and natural
laws.

The computer is an excellent assistant when we want to increase the
number of experiments performed during physics lessons. For example it
helps in data collection, in the differentiation and integration of data, in the
curve fitting of data and in the numerical or graphical display of data. Our
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software has been designed to help us to present the correlation between en-
tities in many different ways. For example, graphical display of data or
curve fitting helps one to analyse the dependence between variables and for-
mulate a mathematical model or the relevant natural law.

Human interaction

When we use a computers in teaching, we have to understand that they are
not the single solution to better education. We must understand that when we
are interacting with nature, the computer is only a tool. In addition we must
remember to communicate with our pupils. When we use microcomputer-
based data acquisition we save time in our interactions with nature, and we
can thus increase human interactions (see Meisalo, 1987 a, 1987 b, 1991).

When we have more time for human interaction it is easier for pupils
to assimilate physical concepts. Arons (1990) suggests that in order for
pupils to assimilate abstract concepts of physics they must:

Describe in simple words their own observations and discuss them
with other pupils.
Engage their minds in active use of the concepts in concrete situations.
The concepts must be explicitly connected with immediate or visible
experience.

The teacher can increase human interaction by the following methods:

The teacher must learn to ask questions that lead the pupils to fully ar-
ticulate the interpretations and explanations in their own words.
The teacher must demand that his pupils describe their observation in
their own words prior to using the terms that science has chosen for
these same observations and concepts.
The teacher should ask his pupils to use the concepts in a more ex-
tended manner and in new contexts.
The teacher has to teach basic skills which can be applied to any scien-
tific investigation. These basic skills are: asking questions, observing,
classifying, recording, interpreting, analysing, concluding, suggesting
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explanations, predicting, making test (fair), applying ideas and so on
(e.g. Peacock, 1990).

"Extended Market Square" model

When we use computers in science teaching the learning environment can be
described by the "Extended Market Square" model (Fig. 2) (Meisalo 1991).
Computers are used here mainly as tools as teachers and pupils work towards
defined goals. This model illustrates the possibilities for open approaches and
creative problem solving. Pupils and teachers should be free to use a wide
variety of instruments and tools for their investigations.
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Figure 2. The "Extended Market Square" model.
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2 The Data Acquisition System and Software

History

In 1987 we began using the computer as a laboratory instrument in our
physics courses and started to develop interfaces and software for Compis
and IBM microcomputers (PC, AT, and PS/2). The interface is connected to
the serial port of the computer (COM1). The measurement unit and the sen-
sors are connected to the interface. A system for photogate measurements is
presented in Figure 3 (Lavonen 1989, 1990).

Empirica interface

Figure 3. The Empirica interface.

I II I 1 1 1 11 I
The Picket Fence

Version 2.0 of the Empirica measurement program was completed in
1989 (Lavonen 1989). The software uses a Windows type of interface. With
the Empirica measurement system, and an appropriate sensor the following
entities can be measured: time, frequency, velocity, acceleration, strain,
mass, voltage, current, resistance, electric energy, electric power, tempera-
ture, illumination, pressure, pH, conductivity, oxygen content, absorbance,
humidity, the density of the magnetic flux, and pulses. It is also possible to
define a new entities in the program. For example, using a LED photometer
the humus content of water and the concentration of a liquid can be mea-
sured. No additional interface cards are needed to collect data. The data is
transferred from the measurement sensor to the computer through an
Empirica Interface connected to the RS-232 serial port.
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The Empirica measurement program is an interactive program, this
means that the user can choose the most suitable procedure of measurement
for his purpose from a menu. The measurement results can be presented
numerically or graphically on the screen, or they can be printed or saved.
Files can be transferred to spread sheet, word processing or graphics pro-
grams.

The Empirica measurement program includes a package of tools, with
the help of which results of the following measurement can be dealt with:

the zooming of graphics and the addition of text to the graphic display,
curve fitting to the data (ax, ax2, ax+b, EXP(x), LOG(x) etc.),
the scaling of axes (LIN, LOG, DIFF, INT, 1/x),
and the graphic integration and derivation of the data.

In version 2.0 of the Empirica measurement program it is possible to
simultaneously examine in smaller windows, many measurements made in
different channels.

The resolution of the frequency converter in the measurement unit
varies from 10 to 22 bits depending on the sampling frequency. The greatest
sampling frequency is about 1.6 kHz. The time of measurement can be cho-
sen from between 0.6 seconds to 41 days. During the allocated measurements
1024 data points will be collected (constant). There are two measurement
channels in this measurement unit. It also has a voltage supply of 5 volts.

The Future

We are now working on Empirica for Windows. We hope that it will opera-
tional by 1993. There are number of new features in the new version. We
are also developing the hardware. It will be possible to fit the Empirica
Interface with an AD/DA-converter. It will have eight measurement chan-
nels, a resolution of 14 bits, the sampling rate of 100 kHz, a transient
recorder (triggering either from a rising or falling measurement signal with
the wanted offset valency), and a DA-converter with two channels (12 bit,
+/- 5V) will be available.
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3 Example of using a computer in experiments

In the next sections we will describe two examples of how the computer is
used in laboratory work. The description shows how the concept of accel-
eration is defined with the help of observed invariance in the structure of
phenomena. Another example describes how we can increase discussion in
physics classroom.

Concept of acceleration

We start the demonstration by discussing moving cars, falling objects and so
on. It is best to classify different kinds of movements. Later we start to in-
vestigate movements where velocity is changing. With the help of photogates
and the "picket fence" we can study how an object moves downhill or falls.
We measure in different situations how the velocity of the object depends on
time, and present the data graphically. We always get a straight line. The
slope of the straight lines is a property of the movement. In this case the
property is called acceleration. The data can be studied detail using the
spreadsheet Excel.
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Figure 4. Concept of acceleration.
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Internal energy of gases

Figure 5. Measurement of air temperature.

Discussion is very important in a physics classroom. If one individual
monopolises the discussion pupils usually accept this individual's explanation.
The following demonstration, which is illustrated in Fig 5 will highlight this
point. A temperature sensor is placed in the centre of glass container (see
Layman 1990). We place a stopper on the chamber and use a bicycle pump
to pump air into chamber. We measure temperature, and time, and plot tem-
perature versus time as the experiment proceeds.

After pumping for 5 seconds the stopper flows away and the tempera-
ture of the air decreases below that of the room temperature (see Fig. 6). It
is interesting to discuss with the pupils why the temperature is lower at the
end than at the beginning of the demonstration. The teacher must ask ques-
tions and show the pupils how they must think as they attemp to solve prob-
lem. It is also very important to look at the curve and ask questions about it.
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Figure 6. Temperature of the gas.
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
IN A MODERN PHYSICS CLASSROOM

Veijo Meisalo
Faculty of Education BP 39, (Bulevardi 18)
FIN-00014 , University of Helsinki, Finland

Abstract

This report describes and analyses shortly the Extended Market Square
Model developed at the Department of Teacher Education of the University
of Helsinki. This model emphasizes, that in science teaching we have to ob-
serve the experimental nature of sciences and avoid the idea of any virtual
world replacing the real nature. It also helps to understand the central role
of each student in the learning process. In this connexion we discuss some
new ideas on the relation of student autonomy and social interaction as de-
scribed by our model.

Introduction

The computer is today a common tool in our society in general as well as
specially in the modern educational environment. For instance in Finland all
secondary schools had already several years ago the possibility to teach in-
formatics using a hands on approach (cf. Meisalo 1989). It has been consid-
ered important already in the present curriculum of Finnish secondary
schools and it is emphasized even more in the suggested new curriculum, that
computer technology shall be applied widely in all school subjects.
Astonishingly enough, informatics as such will apparently not prevail as an
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autonomous subject in the national curriculum (Meisalo 1993). Most schools
will probably offer a workshop type of elective course, where the use of a
computer as a tool in school activities will be trained.

The Nordic countries have been cooperating for several years in pro-
ducing materials for computer assisted learning (anon. 1991). There was a
need to find a breakthrough application, which could help in introducing co-
puters in all classrooms. In the Nordic project the central idea was to design
programs following the so called Market Square Model (cf. Minken & al.
1988). These CAI programs have the principle, that when working with a
simulation model the student may select a number of tools offered by the
program like vendors offer their products and services on a market square.
The use of these tools makes possible solving of different kinds of problems
encountered with the simulation. There are many good features as the stu-
dent has wide intellectual freedom in comparison with old Skinnerian CAI.
This approach can obviously be developed in the direction of virtual reality.
However, we want to open the design principle to include some essential
features of modern science teaching and avoid the illusion that the Nature it-
self can be simulated faultlessly and contained in a computer.

The. Extended Market Square. Model

We feel stronly, that in science teaching emphasis has to be put on direct ob-
servations and experiments instead of simulations or even far developed vir-
tual world. Thus physics teaching should be based on direct observations and
experiments while the computer has to be included as an integral part of the
school laboratory, connected through electronic mail to data banks, to other
schools and libraries, co-operating local industrial laboratories etc. The
Extended Market Square is not restricted to a computer, but widens to in-
clude the Nature herself even outside the school as experienced during field
trips and other practical activities and projects. It is easy to extend to con-
tacts even over national borderlines, if necessary. The ideas of an au-
tonomous student selecting appropriate tools for solving problems and
learning about physical phenomena can be included in this wider context.
The teacher neither remains as a principal source of information nor is put
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aside as an outsider, but has an essential role as an expert and a consultant
for the pupils. These ideas we try to visualize in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 Extended Market Square
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A student enters the market square of the model "through the channel"
and follow individual paths around the square. A student may start consult-
ing the teacher, proceeds according to the needs of the individual problem or
other task, possibly to see some videos or books in the library, etc. The
school laboratory with different experimental setups is available as well as,
of course, a computer with a variety of software. The use of computers is
very important also in the analysis of experimental data and producing the
reports of laboratory experiments and projects.

It is to be noted, that although we emphasize the autonomy of each
pupil, the market square idea actually brings forward also the possibility of
social interaction between students. Like a market place in a busy town, even
a physics classroom and the whole schoolhouse with their modern facilities
will activate many discussion seeking and giving advice, debatting, reporting
interesting results, etc. Practical experience shows, that when the idea of the
Extended Market Square Model is followed, pupil to pupil interaction grows
quite naturally in the actual learning situations. The Extended Market Square
Model has the Square as the place, where the paths of different pupils are
crossing, inviting for various kinds of positive intellectual interaction.

At the Department of Teacher Education of the University of Helsinki
we have also worked for developing sowtware to be used when following the
ideas of our model. It is important, that the man-machine interaction is
smooth, since a clumsy interface distracts the interest of a student. This is
one of the reasons, why we have found it advisable to design programs for
Windows.

The EMPIRICA project organized by Lavonen (Lavonen 1989; 1991) is a
good realization of these principles.

Conclusions

We have worked in different subject areas furthering the above ideas for
getting good results. This model has also been used widely in teacher educa-
tion helping students to grasp the essential principles of usinf modern tech-
nology in physics education. There have been e.g. a number of seminar pro-
jects at our Department applying and testing this approach. However, we feel
that a lot of practical educational research and development work has to be
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done, before we can utlize fully the powers offered by new and rapidly
renewing technologies.
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THE RENEWAL OF PHYSICS
CURRICULUM IN FINLAND

Veijo Meisalo
Faculty of Education BP 39, (Bulevardi 18)
FIN-00014 , University of Helsinki, Finland

Abstract

This report analyses the current process of curriculum renewal for sec-
ondary schools in Finland and the presently available draft of the new
physics curriculum, which is expected to be put into effect from autumn
1994. There are are several changes to the present curriculum. The renewal
was demanded originally by a State Committee, which had to make proposals
to promote Basic Scientific Education. However, the changes we see in the
new curriculum do not mean any major favours to sciences. In the upper
secondary school there is a short physics course, which is compulsory for all
students. According to the present curriculum all students who so wished,
could decide to take no courses in physics. On the other hand, far more free-
dom is offered to the local school administration and schools. Physics teach-
ers have to be prepared to make advantage of the new possibilities. The use
of information technology for teaching all subjects is emphasized, but it is
problematic, that the national curriculum does not have information technol-
ogy as an official subject area.
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Introduction

The present structure of the Finnish school system with the comprehensive
school of nine years was created about twenty years ago. The curricula for
its primary and lower secondary stages are equally old. The general goal of
the comprehensive school has been to develop the full personality of its
pupils. One of the problems of these curricula was, that the general goals
were very broad and idealistic, while the subject oriented aims and goals
were detailed and rather narrow. On the positive side was the emphasis given
on practical work in science teaching. Nevertheless, according to the feed-
back collected by the National Board of General Education even science
teaching was too much teacher centered and based on rote learning in many
schools.

The original comprehensive school curricula have been gradually
amended by the National Board of (General) Education. In the search for
new pedagogical approaches in science teaching the activities inspired by the
Science and Technology Education Programme of UNESCO through its
Network (INISTE and its national branch FINISTE) were important (cf.
Meisalo 1989). More modern editions of the curricula were published in
1985. Then even the curriculum of the upper secondary school (Gymnasium)
was rewritten in a similar form. However, many teachers and educational
specialists felt that this renewal was more of technical nature, and that a
more thorough renewal was needed.

The process of curriculum renewal

The current process of curriculum renewal started as a result of discussions
in public, where demands for more effective teaching both in sciences and in
foreign languages were expressed. These voices were heard from business
and industry as well as from institutions of higher education. A State
Committee, which had to make proposals to promote Basic Scientific
Education, started its work, and its recommendations (anon. 1989) were ac-
cepted by both the Parliament and the State Council. The Ministry of
Education collected feedback and and the National Board of (General)
Education was supposed to start the necessary renewal process in practice.
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The National Board of Education initiated the work for curriculum
renewal by nominating in September 1991 expert groups in different subject
areas. Physics and chemistry were assigned to a single working group cha-
ired by the present author. The other members represented the Department
of Chemistry of the University of Helsinki, the Teachers' Union, industrial
organizations, and different school levels. This group studied trends in cur-
riculum development in different countries studying available information in
literature, through personal contacts and visits. Previous studies on the anal-
ysis of aims and goals as well as development of pedagogical approaches re-
lated to the work of FINISTE were utilized as a basis for the work.
Brainstorming sessions were held to find out new ideas for curriculum de-
velopment. There were also common seminars with other groups (biological
sciences and mathematics).

According to the instructions given to the expert groups the new
curricilum was to be written on a rather general level. Much weight was put
in our work on the analysis of aims and goals in science teaching. These
were divided in four groups: A. Kognitive skills, B. Laboratory skills
(including skills of field work), C. Skills of human interaction, and D. Skills
of an autonomous personality (cf. Meisalo 1991). The analysis emphasized
the interrelation to the general aims an goals of education, having subject
matter more as a medium to introduce problem solving skills, readines to
team work, critical analysis etc. Subject oriented goals were presented in re-
lation to the skills and knowledge needed of a physicist on the other hand, of
a civilized citizen on the other.

The subject matter was analyzed and structured in relation to the aims
and goals of teaching. According to the general instructions, the content
matter was not to be assigned to a certain grade level, but only for the junior
secondary school (grades 7 to 9) or to the Gymnasium (grades 10 to 12).
This left the order of different courses open, and gave each teacher the pos-
sibility of creating his/her own approach.

The number of teaching hours in the school in each subject is in the
Finnish system decided by the State Council. At the beginning of the curricu-
lum work a preliminary number of hours was given for each subject as a
guideline. It was suggested, that more freedom should be given to each
school and to individual pupils and their parents in comparison with the pre-
sent quite fixed system. For instance, it was also suggested, that in the Gym-
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nasium School there would be two physics courses (about 32 net teaching
hours each) common to all students and each student could then take one or
more elective courses of the list of five in the nationally recommended list. It
was planned, that the common courses in physics, chemistry, biology, geog-
raphy and environmental science were to form a coordinated basis for sci-
ence education. Schools could have also have some extra courses tailored ac-
cording to the local needs and interests. For the moment it seems that after
some debate there will be a change to a single commom physics course and
that there will be no course of environmental science. Other major amend-
ments concern mainly teaching of Swedish (the second official domestic lan-
guage) and religion. Final decisions are expected in near future. The expert
groups have felt very unfortunate to plan the curriculum with no exact
knowledge on these details.

The expert groups had to give their reports in the beginning of
February 1992 to the National Board of Education. After that the proposed
subject oriented curricula have been fused by NBE to a complete proposal
for the curriculum of the comprehensive school and Gymnasium, the first
(A) version being distributed widely in October 1991. The proposal has been
again commented officially and inofficially by a large number of different
institutions as well as private persons. There have been major amendments to
the form of the document, but the main ideas have remained through ver-
sions A, B, C and D, which were produced by officers of the NBE. The
presently available draft of the curriculum is yet expected to be amended at
least to some extent before it will be officially introduced. Since the com-
ments on the first drafts have been partially contradictory, it is not easy to
see, what kind of amendments there would yet be necessary. However, it is
probable, that there will be more detailed treatment of the contents of differ-
ent courses in the final curriculum. It is expected to be put into effect grad-
ually, first schools applying it by autumn 1994. Of course, there are already
several experimantal schools testing the ideas presented in the proposals.

The new curriculum in physics

The new curriculum in physics will follow, according to the presently avail-
able draft, largely the ideas suggested by our expert group. The experimen-
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tal nature of sciences and the role of physics in relation of other sciences is
emphasized.

In the lower secondary school the number of teaching hours in physics
as well as in chemistry is expected to remain on the present level. There are
two levels of aims and goals: On the qualitative level the goal is that

pupils learn basic concepts, principles and laws related to physical
phenomena,
can discuss matters related to physics and use this information in
problem solving and decision making,
can make observations, and
understands the importance of physics to the development of our cul-
ture and solving of environmental problems.

On the qualitative level the goal is that each pupil

can make quantitative measurements, report and evaluate them,
can apply physical information in soving environmental and other
problems, and
can use different kinds of models in explaining physical phenomena.

The most important content areas are according to the curriculum

Structures and systems
- Interactions

Energy
Processes

This presentation of subject matter allows many different approaches
on the school level.

In the Gymnasium school there will be one physics course common to
all students. It is called Physics as a Science. Each school has to offer at least
seven elective courses, whose topics include Physics in the Society,
Mechanics, Heat and Energy, Wave Motion, Electricity, Electromagnetism,
and Modern Physics. If the school has necessary resources, it may offer even
several other courses, like Electronics, Experimental Physics, etc. By the
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time of writing this text, it is not known how the subject oriented aims and
goals as well as the contents of different courses will be written in the final
version of the curriculum.

Discussion

The new curriculum is very general and open giving great deal of oppor-
tunities to each school and each teacher. It means also, that substantial work
has to be done in developing local curricula on the basis of this national
framework. This work has been started in many schools, and in fortunate
cases they will be mature to introduce the new curriculum already in 1994.
We have started this work al.so with the Second Normal S cool of our
University and we are writing also a guidebook for other schools to help
them in this task. However, it seems that many school will go to the new
system somewhat later. The present economical situation makes the renewals
even more difficult on the local level, when reduction in salaries are endan-
gering the positive working atmosphere in schools.

The renewal was demanded originally by the State Committee on Basic
Scientific Education. However, the suggested changes do not mean any major
favours to sciences. Of course, one may note, that in the Gymnasium school
there is a short course in physics compulsory for all students, when earlier
no physics was compulsory. On the other hand, far more freedom is offered
to the local school administration and schools. It is generally considered as a
threat to science teaching, but it can also be turned as an advantage. The
physics teachers have to be prepared to make advantage of the new possibili-
ties. The use of information technology for teaching all subjects is emphasiz-
ed, and in science teaching there could be good possibilities for utilization of
modern technology in the school laboratory. However, it is problematic, that
there are no national guidelines and no time is allocated for informatics
courses in the national curriculum.
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COMPUTERS IN TEACHING OF
PHYSICS FOR MEDICAL STUDENTS

Tiiu Miiiirsepp and Toomas Miiiirsepp
University of Tartu, ESTONIA

At the University of Tartu the course of general medical physics delivered to
the first year students consists of 64 hours lectures and 96 hours of labora-
tory work.

The choiceprocess of students to the University of Tartu does not in-
clude an examination in physics and the pupils entering the medical faculty
do not prepare themselves especially in this subject. Therefore they have
forgotten a considerable amount of knowledge in physics and this must be
taken into consideration in the lectures and laboratory works.

The main purpose of our course of physics for medical students is to
show that physics is natural science that gives a fundamental method for ob-
taining knowledge in different fields of human activities, including the
medicine. This method is based on measurements, data analysis and the theo-
retical interpreting of results.

Therefore we consider the practical works very important because
during these works the students have to conduct their own measurements and
calculations. The number of students in a group is about 10, so discussions
about the results of measurements of physical principles and medical appli-
cations can provided individually.

Introducing the computers in teaching of physics for medical students
we are interested to show them that computer can be very effective tool in
all stages of the scientific method. This idea is realized step by step according
to our financial and other possibilities.
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The use of computers in our laboratory works can be classified as
follows.

1. We have planned a series of teaching programs about physical princi-
ples and methods in medicine. This series includes programs about the
properties of radioactive radiation and dosimetry, about the principles
of bioelectrogenesis and electrical properties of living tissue, and
about the various electrical methods in therapy. In the present stage
these programs may be named as "theoretical", that means that mea-
surements are made corresponding to themes listed above, but experi-
mental data are not put in a computer in context of these programs.
Students get a review from about corresponding principles and meth-
ods and at the end of every program they have to answer to a series of
questions checking the understanding of the topic.
The programs described in this item are planned to develop further.

2. Another type of programs help the students to make necessary calcu-
lations with the results of measurements. For example, a simple pro-
gram enables to approximate measured relationships between two
physical quantities with the method of least squares. The linear and
exponential relationships, with or without a fixed point, can be treated
by this program. A statistical estimate of errors is also included into
this program and the regression coefficient is calculated. For example,
the measurements of the absorption coefficients of light in a series of
solutions with different concentrations, or the dependence of the ab-
sorption coefficient of ionizing radiation from the thickness of various
materials and several other measurements can be treated with this pro-
gram.

The program, calculating from the results of measurements the depen-
dencies of the electrical impedance and of the capacitance of living tissue
from the frequency of alternating current can also be classified into present
item.
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3. We have begun to work out programs in which computer controlled
automatic recording of experimental results is followed with data
analysis and corresponding theoretical explanations. Following two
examples can be given in this field of our activities.

0,761 1 -1,031 1,140 0,665 1.4685 Q709

Figure 1 Frequency histograms of time intervals between two consecutive
heart pulses before (a) and after (b) a physical exercise.

3.1. An experimental setup is constructed with consists of a special sensor,
computer and interface. The sensor is worked out in the laboratory of
biophysics of our University by physicist V.Reeben, and it consists
from a light source and a photoresistor.

In the experiment, tip of the finger is fixed in the sensor. During the
heart cycle the filling of the fingertip with the blood will have periodical
changes in time and the optical density of the soft tissue of fingertip will
follow these changes. Reflected from the soft tissue light is recorded with a
photoresistor and an electrical signal is formed. Time dependence of this
signal is principally similar to an electrocardiogram. In the process of elec-
tronic treatment of signals, finally time intervals between two consecutive
heart pulses are recorded. The number of recorded heart pulses can be var-
ied up to five hundred.

After the recording of a fixed number of time intervals between con-
secutive heart pulses, a statistical data analysis follows and on the screen of
the display this analysis is accompanied with explanations of the meaning of
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following fundamental terms of elementary statistics: frequency histogram,
average over the whole population and over a sample of values, variance and
standard deviation for a population and for a sample, confidence interval,
Gaussian distribution, etc. As an example a part of a computer outprint is
given on figure 1.During the data analysis the students can vary the number
of intervals of the histogram, they can change the variance and look at the
corresponding change of Gaussian curve.

The experiment can be provided before and after a physical exercise
and, in this way, the recurrence of the heart work can be investigated.

The program described above is intended to develop further for mea-
surements and analysis of human reaction time to the light irritation.

ECG1

R

ECG_;

Figure 2 Einthovens triangle

R -ri5ht hand
L -left hand
F -left foot

3.2. The theory and methods of electrocardiography was founded by Dutch
physiologists. William Einthoven, who was awarded with Nobel prize
in 1924. According to Einthovens theory the electrodes are located on
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the surface of the body at the points which are assumed to be equipo-
tential with the vertexes R, L and F of a equilateral triangle (fig. 2).
Beginning point of the electric vector of heart is fixed at the center of
the triangle. During the cycle the projection of the endpoint of this
vector to the frontal plane describes a curve which consists of three
loops. An approximate shape of this curve is shown on fig.2, in the
center of Einthovens triangle.

In our laboratory work we simulate the principles of Einthovens the-
ory in following way.

Experimental setup consists of a vessel which is filled with tap-water.
Through the plastic cover of the vessel 35 needle electrodes are fixed. These
electrodes are situated along the three loops formed by the electric vector
endpoint on frontal plane. All the loops with electrodes can be turned to-
gether around the vertical axes through the central point of Einthovens tri-
angle. A current dipole is generated between the central electrode and in
turn with every particular electrode on a certain loop. The switching of cur-
rent dipoles and the measurement of corresponding time dependencies of
voltage between the two vertexes (leads I and II) of Einthovens triangle is
controlled automatically by a computer system.

On the screen of the display the spreading of the excitations wave
through the heart atriums and ventricles is visualized by a series of pictures,
explanations are given for every stage of excitation and the corresponding
forming of the parts of a ECG is also illustrated. In addition, on the basis of
electrocardiograms in two different leads of Einthovens triangle the VECG
is constructed and visualized for different angles of rotation of loops around
vertical axes. Some typical outprints are presented on fig. 3.
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Figure 3

4°
ECG VECG

40°

64°

Examples of outprint: a), b), c) correspond to the different an-
gles of rotation of loops around the vertical axes through the
center of triangle. I-ECG of the first lead, II-ECG of the second
lead. VECG vector-electrogardiogramm.

We should like to express our thanks to engineer Aivar Tensing, who
worked actively constructing the experimental setups and writing the pro-
grams.
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COMPUTER MODELS OF PHYSICAL
PROCESSES IN SCHOOL EDUCATION

A.M. Popov , O.B. Popovicheva , E.A. Volkova
Moscow State University, Institute of Nuclear Physics,

Moscow State University, 119899
Moscow, Russia

The computer application in school and college courses of Physics al-
lows to achieve the qualitatively new education level. In comparison with the
traditional approach based on a number of problems for analytical solution
and laboratory exercises the computer can enlarge the number of problems
to be discussed.

A lot of different physical processes are based on a number of general
physical laws (for example, the Newton laws in mechanics, The Coulomb
law in electrostatics an so on). The meaning of these basic laws is usually
very simple, but there is a few of physical phenomena, which can be consi-
dered in the analytical way. That is why the computer appli- cation in physi-
cal teaching is of great importance.

The main advantage of the computer application is the possi- bility to
observe in real time right on the monitor screen the spatial and temporal
system evolution. The user can vary in wide ranges a number of parameters
which influence the material point movement; to include or to exclude exter-
nal forces and interactions and so on. For every process user can get the time
dependences for main particle characteris- tics: space displacement, velocity,
energy, etc.

For some input parameters the discussed physical processes can be
studied by user also in analytical way, other can be investigated only with the
help of computer. This allows user to check up himself his own physical
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knowledge and to apply these knowledge for more difficult from mathemati-
cal point of view problems. In any case we propose that the main physical
features of the processes to be discussed are clear enough for qualitative un-
derstanding.

Special efforts were turned to clarify the physical meaning of such
mathematical procedures as differentiation and inte- gration.

The computer laboratory works can be developed on the base of such
computer models. Some of them for Mechanics are discussed in the report.

The Computer Laboratory Manual on Physics (Mechanics).
The laboratory manual on physics is one of the basic part of physical

education. The package "The Computer Laboratory Manual on Physics
(Mechanics)" which was created in Moscow State University allows to emu-
late almost all features of the real physical experiment.

Almost all physical concepts concerning the motion of a body (both
translational and rotational) can be studied by using the Computer Manual.

Laboratory Manual consists of a number exercises on the different
chapters of Mechanics.

The Manual includes the following exercises:

1. Free motion under the action of gravity;
2. Motion along the inclined plane (sliding, rolling off); 3. Motion along

the horizontal plane (sliding and rotating); 4. The Hooke's law;
5. The balls collision;
6. Garmonic motion (Pendulum);
7. Frictional force motion in the viscous fluids.

For all named above exercises user have to carry out "the experiment"
on the screen of the monitor. The result of the "experiment" is the array of
"experimental data", i.e. the dependence of the body (ball, cylinder, bar)
displacement on time. As a result of "the experiment" analysis some impor-
tant physical values and dependencies can be measured in the Manual. The
acceleration under the action of gravity, the friction coefficients for sliding
and rolling, the elastic constant are the examples of such values. Time de-
pendencies for different physical values (velocity, acceleration, mo- mentum,
kinetic and potential energy, etc.) for both motion with constant velocity and
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the accelerated motion are inves- tigated. The energy and momentum con-
servation laws can be examined for different situations.

Some mathematical aspects of experimental data analyzing are clari-
fied and widely used in the package.

All results of the experimental work and of its analysis are fixed in the
electronic text-book for teacher control.

The package is supported by the Manual Text-Book which in- eludes
the theoretical chapter being directed to the clari- fying of the discussed ma-
terial (both physical and mathema- tical) and the laboratory works descrip-
tion.

The package can be used both in school and in colleges.
The computer IBM PC AT-286/287 (386/387) or compatible with

EGA (VGA) monitor is needed to run the package.
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EXAMINATION OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL
MOTION WITH VIDEO AND COMPUTER PROGRAM

Reima Rouvinen
Simonkylan koulu, Koivukylantie 52,

FIN-01350 Vantaa, Finland

Examination of two-dimensional motion with video and computer progMm
was started filming curvilinear motion of a body on an air cushion table
where the motion is almost frictionless and almost in a plane. The position of
the body at a certain moment was measured from a stillpicture using trans-
parent millimeterfilm. With the videocamera making 25 frames in one sec-
ond, the duration between two successive videoframes is accurately 0,04 sec-
onds. Thus the instant of time was determined by counting frames between
the measurements. The measurements of time and position were fed to the
computer program that was programmed to analyse measurements from the
videoframe.

Two-dimensional motion can be treated as two independent
one-dimensional motions. The measured rectangular coordinates of position
were fed to the computer program and graphs of displacement and average
velocity of rectangular components of motion were represented with this
program. The measurements were represented numerically and graphically
and also analysed graphically comparing measurements to curves represent-
ing uniform and uniformly accelerated motions. The program also repre-
sents the measured path of the body which can be compared to paths of uni-
form and uniformly accelerated motions.

The uniform and uniformly accelerated two-dimensional motions can
be simulated choosing coordinates of the initial position and components of
initial velocity and the acceleration of simulated .motion. The program repre-
sents the graphs of displacement, velocity and acceleration of component
motions in one frame. if necessary, any of the graphs can be enlarged. The
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program can also present a 'real time simulation', that is, image of the body
moving along the path of simulated motion showing the position of the body
at a simulated instant of time.
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AN ANALYSIS OF SOME AMERICAN
AND GERMAN SIMULATION PROGRAMS

Martti Vulli
Tampere University of Technology (TUT)

BP 692, FIN-33101 Tampere,
Finland

Computer assisted learning/instruction (CAL/CAI) programs for physics
studies and teaching at university level are nowadays available in several
places.

The American Institute of Physics has recently published seven pro-
grams in its series Physics Academic Software. These programs can be or-
dered at The Academic Software Library I) and can be viewed at CSC2) in
Finland. The programs are following:

ORBITS

A program for illustration of planetary motion of planets, space vehicles and
stars under Newton's gravitation.

PHYSICS SIMULATION PROGRAMS

Demonstrates wave motion, chain reaction, Maxwell's daemon, electric field
of moving charge, radiating dipole and a system of thin lenses.

RELATIVISTIC COLLISION
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Considers relativistic processes between different elementary particles in f-
or 2-dimensions.

SPACETIME

Demonstrates relativistic phenomena according to special relativity.

THERMODYNAMIC LECTURE DEMONSTRATIONS

Presents basic thermodynamic processes and their application in heat engine
processes (Otto- and Diesel-prosesses).

CHAOTIC DYNAMIC WORKBENCH

Simulates chaotic dynamic systems (for students having basic knowledge in
this field).

CHAOS SIMULATIONS

Represents chaotic systems like double and quadrupole pendulums, N-parti-
cle gravitational motion etc.

All these programs have been analysed as students' exercises in a com-
putational physics course arranged at TUT. A corresponding finnish report
has been published at Technical University in Espoo3).

Every program includes a diskette and a program handbook, which
describes the physical phenomena treated in the program as well as the use of
the program. The five first programs are suitable to illustrate corresponding
physical phenomena for first year students. Of course all these programs can
be used by a teacher for the class room demonstrations. The two programs
for chaos simulations will require more knowledge on computational and
statistical physics.

Just briefly these programs are simulators to demonstrate and illus-
trate physical phenomena which are difficult to represent by other ways.
They don't unfortunately have very much user interaction, test for user etc.,
and so the possibility to a cognitive learning process is lacking too.
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The second set of simulator programs can freely be drawn from a
German ftp site4). This ftp archive has 24 programs which could be used as
simulators for students or for demonstration purposes of a teacher. The fol-
lowing PD or shareware programs are available in this ftp site:

3kugel.arc: scattering of particle on three hard spheres which are freely
located

billards.arc: simulation of billard ball on a table with convex edge

chaos_generator.arc: simulates electrical oscillator with adjustable pa-
rameters

duffing-oszillator.arc: Duffing oscillator with adjustable parameters

dynlabl.arc: examples of dynamical systems and basic phenomena in me-
chanics

ellipsenstreuung.arc: collision of a particle on a hard ellipsoid

feigenbaum-szenario.arc: iteration of a real function (mathematical feed-
back)

felder.arc: field and equipotential lines for a given electrode configuration

fft.arc: carries out Fourier transformation of complex data

h-atom.arc: presents wave function of hydrogen atom for given quantum
number

ising-modell.arc: Monte-Carlo simulation of 2-dimensional Ising Model

keil.arc: chaotic motion of a particle under influence of gravitation

lamda.arc: detection of light diffraction with a diode array
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mandelbrot.arc: generates images of different areas of the Mandelbrot set

membrane-vibrations.arc: damped oscillations of 2-dimensional mem-
brane

moldyn.arc: simulation of motion of 2 dimensional many particle system

nil-fit.arc: nonlinear fit of data according to Levenberg-Marquard method

optische_bank.arc: interactive study of optical system on optical bench

perpot.arc: energy bands in a 1-dimensional periodic potential

pia.arc: interaction of particles under a given radialsymmetric potential

siphex.arc: simulation of wave motion in 2- and 3-dimensions

statphys.arc: examples of statistical physics like chaos, Ising model etc.

wellenpakete.arc: dynamic of wave packets in a binding potential

wkb_quantisierung.arc: eigenvalues of linear Schroedinger equation

The programs have mainly been developed in connection of a
Computer Supported Physics Teaching Workshop" which was organised at
University of Kaiserslautern although other german universities participated
on this work as well. There are no handbooks or manuals for programs but
there is a textfile describing every program. Textfiles are written in german
or english. The menus in the programs are often written in german but so
much german can be easily learned.

Only some of the programs have been tested and analysed by us. Our
general remarks concerning these demonstrations and simulations are

- programs are relatively easy to use

colours could be adjustable
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no bugs detected so far

interactive usage gives more motivation for the user

clear and easy user interfaces

suitable for student and teacher demos and illustrations

PD and shareware distribution conditions

don't provide a cognitive learning process

some programs require knowledge on statistical and computational
physics

These programs are anyway suitable for classroom demonstrations but
maybe useful in a computer network for students' usage.

In addition to these two sets of programs there are many other ftp sites
where CAI programs can be copied with "ftp anonymous" action. Some ftp
directories will be given in references5). All the program files are com-
pressed and can be uncompressed with pkunzip program. The textfiles are
not compressed. The shareware conditions if any are given, should allways
be concerned.

References:

1) Ordering address: The Academic Software Library, Box 8202, North
Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC 27695 2682

2) For viewing please contact Mr. J. Korpela, e-mail: jkorpela@csc.fi

3) J.E. Korpela: Tietokoneavusteinen fysiikan opetus, Teknillinen kor-
keakoulu, Fysiikan laboratorio 1992

4) ftp address: 192.67.194.33 (new internet number 129.13.200.33,
askhp.ask.uni-karlsruhe.de), directory pub/education/physics
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5) some useful ftp addresses: nic.funet.fi; garbo.uwasa.fi; wuarchive
.wustl.edu
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EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE PACKAGE
"PHYSICAL GAMES ON THE DISPLAY"

M.G. Zaitsev and S.A. Stremyakov
Moscow State Pedagogical University, M.Pirogovskaya 29

Moscow 119435, Russia

The proposed software package is designed to be used in the classrooms
equipped with the computers IBM-PC by students studying the subjects
"Kinematics" and "Dynamics" of the high school or introductory colledge
physics course.

The package contains 18 instructional programs and 6 tests.
All the instructional programs are based on computer simulation of

various mechanical motions, with the motion being visually displayed on the
screen and with the students' conducting the active dialog with the computer.

The instructional programs include computer demonstrations, labora-
tory works, "animated" problems and physical games.

The computer demonstrations and the laboratory works help study
such physical processes that are difficult, and sometimes even impossible, to
demonstrate or study in a school physical laboratory. The conmputer pre-
sents the accurate scale of the physical parameters characteristic for the ex-
periments being simulated, while maintaining the correct spatial and tempo-
ral relationships between various motions.

Another aim of the computer demonstrations is to show that one and
the same motion can be described by various methods ( mathematical equa-
tions, graphs) and that each of these methods can evoke in the students's
memory the visual image of a certain motion.

Of interest is also the role played by the computer simulation in the
mode termed "the animated" problems in physics. ,The main idea of these
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programs is as follows: once the question or problem is formulated, the
computer requires that the student should give the numerical answer which
would serve for the computer as an input parameter for simulating the mo-
tion and depicting it on the display. Normally, the computer requires: "Set
the speed (acceleration, coordinate, etc.) so that the motion of a certain ob-
ject would be so and so". While observing the motion on the display the stu-
dent can see it for himself to which extent his (or her) answer is correct (or
incorrect). If the answer is incorrect, the comparison of the obtained motion
with that present in the question helps the student to introduce proper cor-
rections in his (her) answer.

The ingenuous physical games presented in the package serve, on the
one hand, as a powerful instrument for stimulating the study of the mechani-
cal motion theory and, on the other hand, as an ideal means of developing
intuitive understanding of physics by the practical application of the obtained
theoretical knowledge in the game.

The checking programs are designed for rapid routine testing of the
students' knowledge. Being mainly in the form traditional for. One of the
major pedagogical aims intended to be achieved by the use of this educational
software package is the humanitarization of teaching of physics.

Having worked with our programs all children, without regard to
their talents and aptitudes, shall form the visual image and intuitively clear
idea of the mechanical motion laws in their memory.

The relativity of motion, the motion and its graphical representation,
the Neuton's laws of motion, the motion of artificial satellites and heavenly
bodies, the weight and weightlessness, the non-inertial reference frame -

studying of all these difficult and abstact problems becomes an absorbing
game.

The mathematical formulae and abstract notions become closely asso-
ciated with the visual images of the motion. The intuitive interpretation of
the laws of motion makes lengthy and sophisticated explanations and calcula-
tions more lively or, sometimes, may replace
them altogether.

In working out the present software package the use has been made of
the following original software tools presented to the authors by the
"FITEC" Ltd.:
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the functional windowing program allowing visual and compact repre-
sentation of information and enabling the friendly dialog of the com-
puter with the user (author S.L. Trishkin);
the graphical editor and animator (author A.A. Ovechkin).

CONTENTS OF SOFTWARE PACKAGE
"WATCHING PHYSICS ON THE DISPLAY"

PART 1

1. "ON THE RIVER" the animated problem.

The program is expected to give the student initial ideas on relativity of mo-
tion. The motion of several bodies (the house on the river bank, the raft and
the motor boat) is ,simulated on the display. First, these motions are demon-
strated in the bank-fixed reference frame. Then, the computer (in the image
of the famous hero of the Disney's animated cartoons) formulates the ques-
tions of the following kind to the student: "Set the motor boat speed in such a
manner that the raft and the house move in this or that way in the motor
boat-fixed reference frame".

The student must set the required speed on the boat speedometer, fol-
lowing which the computer shows the picture of the motion corresponding to
the selected motor boat speed (view from the boat). As a result the student
sees it by himself whether or not he has given the correct answer.In the case
of incorrect answer the computer allows another two speed-setting attempts.

Since the computer questions are qualitative in character, different
values of the motor boat speed may turn out to be correct. The computer
shall assess the answer of the student in its essence and, depending on
whether the student gives correct answers or makes many mistakes, offers
him from 3 to 9 problems.

In formulating the questions the computer uses the random numbers
selector. Therefore, generally speaking, the set and the sequence of the ques-
tions shall be different on different displays in the classroom.
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2. "CORRECT COURSE OR AIRPLANE" - the animated problem.

Intended for training students in the rule of summation of velocities. The
student is the pilot of the small airplane transporting mail between various
European towns. In selecting the correct course of the airplane the pilot must
take into account the direction and the velocity of wind. The computer offers
a few tasks beginning from simple problems where the direction of wind
coincides with or is directly opposite to the correct airplane heading, and
shifting gradually to more complex cases where the wind direction is arbi-
trary. The calculation of the course, speed and duration of the flight in sim-
ple cases is performed analytically by means of the screen calculator and in
more complex cases by means of the graphical summation of vectors.

Once the student has calculated the airplane course and introduced it in
the computer, the azimuths of the course and wind are marked on the com-
pass depicted on the screen, and the airplane is flying moving over the map
of Europe in accordance with the selected course of the airplane and the di-
rection and velocity of wind. If the problem is solved correctly,the airplane
shall arrive at the point of destination at the preset time. If not,the error
shall be evident from the results of the flight and from the readings of the
airplane instruments displayed on the screen. In the case of the incorrect an-
swer, the computer shall allow another two attempts to introduce the correct
course of the airplane.

In formulating the questions the computer utilizes the random num-
bers selector.

3. UNIFORM MOTION AND ITS GRAPHS

4. UNIFORMLY-ACCELERATED MOTION AND ITS GRAPHS

The computer demonstrations the aim of which is to create in the student's
mind the wholesale picture of simple mechanical motions by combining the
visual image of these motions with their abstract descriptions by math equa-
tions and graphs.

The motion of the car (in the case of uniform motion) or the spaceship
(in the case of uniformly-accelerated motion) is displayed on the screen and,
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at the same time, the graphs of the coordinates and velocities of these objects
are being plotted.

The provision is made for a few stages of the work with the demon-
strations. At the first, familiarizing, stage the teacher must draw the students'
attention to different methods by which the motion of an object may be rep-
resented on the computer screen and to the interrelationship between the
character of the motion and the initial conditions which are selected ran-

,

domly by the students themselves (or following the teacher's instructions).
The stages that follow in addition to the acquisition of knowledge pre-

suppose a certain element of its checking. The computer requires that the
initial conditions be set in such a way that the desired initial position or char-
acter of motion is obtained. In addition, the computer attracts the students'
attention to certain specific features of the graphs of coordinates or character
of motion of the object and to their interrelationship with the mathematical
equation describing the motion.

5. FIGHT AGAINST SPACE RUBBISH - the physical game

The student is the pilot of the patrol spacecraft whose task is to catch up with
the uncontrolled object (rubbish) moving towards the space station Base.
The acceleration of the spacecraft can be varied by means of the direction
keys. The catching can be accomplished only when both the coordinates and
the velocity of the spacecraft coincide with those of the uncontrolled object.

In addition to the picture of the motion the computer display shows the
numerical information about the coordinates and velocities of the spacecraft
and object and depicts the constructed graphs of their coordinates and ve-
locities.

The pedagogical objective of this game is to demonstrate how practi-
cally useful and convenient it is to describe mechanical motion by means of
graphs. It turns out that the only way in which the student can achieve the
success in this game is to control the spacecraft by orienting himself to the
graphs of the coordinates and velocities. But this way is not imposed on the
student whatsoever. He ought to find it himself while solving his clear-cut
task in the game.
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6. MOTION OF ARTIFICIAL SATELLITES

The computer demonstration of the motion of sattelit in the central field of
gravity of heavenly bodies. The following two modes of demonstration are
proposed.

Mode 1 - frontal demonstration. The teacher selects one of the heav-
enly bodies of the Solar system, and the computer demonstrates the motion
of the satellite on closed orbits at various initial conditions. The initial satel-
lite's speeds higher and lower than the circular orbital speeds are considered.
The values of the semi-major axes and orbital periods are displayed. This
demonstration is performed in the automatic mode.

Mode 2 intended for individual student's work with the computer.
The student can select various heavenly bodies, introduce initial conditions
and observe the character of the body's motion using the motion parameters
shown on the display.

After setting the initial conditions the student may either instruct the
computer to select the most convenient spatial and temporal scales by itself
and display the trajectory on the blank screen or may retain the previously
selected scales and display on the screen sequentially several different mo-
tions while maintaining the correct temporal and spatial relationships be-
tween them. If in the latter case the screen turns out to be too small to show
the entire trajectory, the computer shall offer to alter the scale and repeat the
observation.

This mode may be used as a labaroratory test where the student, for
instance, may be instructed to analyse the character of the motion under
various initial conditions, to find the relationship between the orbital period
and other orbital parameters, etc.

7. RUSHING AFTER SPACE STATION - the physical game

The student is the spaceship pilot whose task is to approach the space station
placed on the stationary circular orbit as at a minimum possible distance for
a limited period of time. Initially, the manned spaceship is located in the di-
ametrically opposite point on the same orbit. The spaceship control is ac-
complished by means of the direction keys each depression of one of which
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increases or decreases the tangential or normal component of the spaceship
velocity by 2% of its speed on the stationary orbit.

In the course of the game it turns out that many seemingly common-
sense ideas do not correspond to the actual motion in the gravity field. For
instance, it turns out that in order to catch up with the station the spaceship
speed should be decreased rather than increased, or that it is more danger-
ously to decelerate the spaceship when it is at a large distance from the heav-
enly body rather than close to it, etc.

This game is intended to help students to develop the intuitive under-
standing of the laws of motion in the field of gravity and serves as a power-
ful stimulus for them to set to studying the physical fundamentals of maneu-
vering of spacecraft on orbits close to heavenly bodies, which is a subject of
the special laboratory work.

8. SPACESHIP ORBITAL MANOEUVERS the laboratory work

The major aim of the test is to familiarize the students with the fundamentals
of spaceship orbital control. The computer formulates simple tasks: to in-
crease or decrease the tangential speed component in one or another point on
the orbit by means of the direction keys (and observe the resultant changes in
the spaceship orbit), transfer the spaceship to the circular orbit of a larger or
smaller radius, etc.

The computer continuously monitors and assesses the student's actions
after each manoeuver. If at some or another stage the student has made an
error, the computer shall demonstrate the correct sequence of actions and
allow him to make another attempt.

9. TEST 1: UNIFORM MOTION .

10. TEST 2: UNIFORMLY-ACCELERATED MOTION.

The computer offers four problems in either of these tests. In the formula-
tion of the problems a wide use along with the texts is made of the graphic
representation of information and the computer simulation of mechanical
motions. The computer requires that the student should either introduce the
numrical answer or select the correct answer out of the several offerred
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ones. The computer allows the student to select by himself that sequence of
the solution of the problems which he reckons to be the most convenient for
him. The necessary calculations can be performed on the screen calculator.

All the numerical data are selected by means of the random numbers
selector and are different for different displays. The provision is made for
four versions of tests differring from one another in the degree of complex-
ity.

The computer monitors the correctness of student's answers, informs
him about the result at the end of the test and submits this information to the
teacher.
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Osa 1: Tutkimuksen lahtokohdat ja viitekehys;
Osa 2: Opettajankoulutuslaitoksen opinnot opiskelijoiden
arvioimina.

17. Matti Eratuuli 1984. Wie konnen sich die finnischen
Schuler der Schuljahre 7 bis 9 die alltaglichen Phanomene
der Warmelehre erklaren.

18. Arja Puurula 1984. Koulun tyorauha kasvatussosiologi- 15,-
sena ongelmana.

19. Hannele Niemi 1984. Aineenopettajaharjoittelijoiden per- 15,-
soonallisuus ja vuorovaikutusasenteet.

20. Hannele Niemi 1984. Aineenopettajaharjoittelijoiden ope- 15,-
tusongelmat, konfliktin sisaistamisprosessi seka arviot
koulutuksestaan ja sen kehittamisesta.

21. Anna-Liisa Sysiharju 1984. Intergenerational contacts
and urban family life among women and men of different
ages in a rapidly changing society.

22. Anna-Liisa Sysiharju 1984. Women as educators: Em-
ployees of schools in Finland.

23. Terttu Gratin 1984. Oppimisprosessi ja opiskelustrategiat 15,-
korkeakoulutuksen kehittamisen lahtokohtana. Sovellu-
tusalueena kotitalouden opetus. Tutkimussuunnitelma ja
teoreettinen viitekehys.

24. Airi Hautamaki 1984. Lukioon Mita ja sosiaaliluokka. 11- 15,-
17 -vuotiaiden nuorten itsesaatelyn ja ymparistohallin-
nan kehitys kodin toimintaympariston valossa.

25. Matti Koskenniemi 1984. Educational aims and the pur- 15,-
posiveness of instruction. Sceptical talks.

26. Hannele Rikkinen 1984. Kuvien merkitys aluemaantie- 15,-
teellisen tekstin osana.

27. Seija Nieminen 1984. Teachers' perception of mental
health, its relationship to their mental helth and to changes
thereof.
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28. Antti Lappalainen 1985. Peruskoulun opetussuunnitelman
syntyprosessi ja peruskouluopetuksen johtamisjarjestel-
man muotoutuminen.

29. Inkeri Sava 1985. Tekstiilityon opetus tutkimuskohteena.
Tutkimusalueet ja tutkimusluettelo.

30. Pertti Kansanen (ed.) 1985. Discussions on some educa- 15,-
tional issues.

31. Inkeri Sava 1985. Tyonohjaus opettajien tietoisuuden
kasvun valineena. Tapaustutkimus kandesta tyonohjaus-
ryhmasta.

32. Erkki Pehkonen 1985. Peruskoulun geometrian opet- 15,-
tamisen periaatteista ja niiden seurauksista opetukseen.

33. Airi Hautamaki 1985. Gymnasium eller inte? Pojkars och 15,-
flickors personlighetsutveckling, verksamhetsmiljo och so-
ciala bakgrund.

34. Matti Koskenniemi 1985. Yleissivistavan koulun hallin- 15,-
non kasvu 1945-84 ja opetustapahtuma.

35. Matti Eratuuli Veijo Meisalo 1985. Fysiikan ja kemian 15,-
oppilastoiden evaluaatio II. Luonnontutkimustehtavat fy-
siikan ja kemian kokeissa.

36. Paul Hellgren 1985. Teaching a social concept. 15,-
37. Aidinkieli, koulu ja tutkimus. Juhlakirja Sirpa Kauppisen 35,-

merkkipaivan johdosta 14.2.1986. Toimittaneet Katri Sar-
mavuori, Lyyli Virtanen, Maija Larmola.

38. Kaarina Yli-Renko 1985. Lukion saksan kielen opetuksen
tavoitteet.

39. Katri Sarmavuori 1985. Aidinkielen taidot ja tavoitteiden 15,-
saavuttaminen peruskoulun paattovaiheessa. ABC-pro-
jektin raportti 10.

40. Erkki Pehkonen (toim.) 1986. Matematiikan opetuksen 15,-
tutkiminen ja kehittaminen 1985. 4. matematiikan didak-
tiikan paivat Helsingissa 27.-28.9.1985.

41. Arja Puurula 1986. Study orientations as indicators of 15,-
ideologies. A study of five student teacher groups.

42. Juhani Jussila 1986. Kulutus ja kuluttajakayttaytyminen. 15,-
Kuluttajakasvatuksen teorian lahtokohtia.

43. Juhani Jussila 1986. Kuluttajakasvatus lapaisyaiheena pe- 15,-
ruskoulussa ja opettajankoulutuksessa.

44. Paul Hellgren 1986. Thinking in a foreign language. 15,-
45. Hillevi Kaariainen 1986. Oppilaan selviytyminen koulu- 35,-

laisena seka minakuvan ja kouluasenteiden kehitys perus-
koulun luokilla 1-4.
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46. Katri Sarmavuori 1986. Aidinkielen opetus ja nuoriso- 35,-
kulttuuri lukion 1. luokalla. ABC-projektin raportti II.

47. Kauko Seine la 1987. Kokeellis-induktiivisen menetelman 35,-
toimivuus lukion ensiznmaisen luokan fysiikan opetukses-
sa. Piaget'n teoriaan perustuva tutkimus.

48. Paavo Ma linen ja Pertti Kansanen (toim.) 1987. Opetus- 35,-
suunnitelman tutkimukselliset kehykset. Opetussuunnitel-
mantutkijoiden yhteistyoryhman ja Suomen kasvatustie-
teellisen seuran jarjestama opetussuunnitelmaseminaari
25.-26.9.1986.

49. Anna-liisa Sysiharju 1987. Nykykaupunkilaisen elaman- 35,-
kulkua kodin jasenena.
Eri vaiheita elavien tyoikaisten naisten ja miesten koke-
muksia, vuorovaikutus sukupolvien valilla seka nykyko-
din vertailuja lapsuuskotiin - edustavasta survey-aineis-
tosta tehdyn jatkoanalyysin valossa.

50. Matti Eratuuli 1987. Welche Vorstellungen haben finpisthe 15,-
Schuler von den alltaglichen Phanomenen der Warme-
lehre (2. Teil).

51. Terttu Grohn 1987. Oppimateriaalin didaktiset ominai- 15,-
suudet ja yhteydet oppimistuloksiin. Tutkimus peruskou-
lun 7. luokan kotitalouden opetuksesta.

52. lija Pietikainen 1987. Tekstiilityotaidon luonnetta kartoit- 15,-
tava tutkimus.

53. Paavo Malinen - Pertti Kansanen (eds.) 1987. Research 15,-
frames of the Finnish curriculum.

54. Pertti Kansanen (ed.) 1987. Discussions on some educa- 15,-
tional issues II.

55. Erkki Pehkonen (ed.) 1987. Articles on Mathematics Edu-
cation.

56. Veijo Meisalo ja Katri Sarmavuori (toim.) 1987. Airiedi- 35,-
daktiikan tutkimus ja tulevaisuus.

57. Pirkko Anttila 1988. Katso kasilla tunteaksesi. Tutkimus
tekstiilimateriaalien tuntuarvioinnin ja fysikaalisten mit-
taustulosten valisesta vastaavuudesta.

58. Pirkko Anttila 1988. The scientific approach to the study of 15,-
textiles, clothing and related arts.

59. Jaakko Salminen 1988. ESY-opettajan eli tarkkailuluo- 15,-
kan opettajan saamaansa koulutukseen perustuva kvali-
fikaatio.

60. Ilta Kankaanrinta ja Lyyli Virtanen 1988. FUTURES Ian- 15,-
sieurooppalaisten nuorten kasityksia tulevaisuudestaan.
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61. Hannele Niemi 1988. Is teaching also a moral craft for
secondary school teachers? Cognitive and emotional pro-
cesses of student teachers in professional development
during teacher education.

62. Aulikki Salmia 1988. Biologian asema ja sisalto Ruotsin 70,-
peruskoulussa.

63. Mauri Ahlberg 1988. Kasvatustavoitteiden teoreettisen
kehikon empiirista koettelua 2: Tavoiteajattelun indikaat-
torihypoteesien testausta.

64. Mauri Ahlberg 1988. Kasvatustavoitteiden teoreettisen 15,-
kehikon empiirista koettelua 3: Tavoitekonstruktit ja ar-
viointiasteikot tavoitearviointien yhteisen vaihtelun se-
littajina.

65. Kauko Seine la 1988. Kokeellis-induktiivisen menetelman 15,-
soveltaminen ja koordinointi lukion fysiikan kurssiin.

66. Kari Uusikyla Pertti Kansanen 1988. Opetussuunnitel- 15,-
man toteutuminen. Oppilaan tyytyvaisyys oppiaineisiin,
opetusmuotoihin ja kouluelamaan peruskoulun ala-as-
teella.

67. Irina Koskinen 1988. Hyvastit kieliopille. Aidinkielen He-
lioppi suomenlcielisessa oppikoulussa ja kansakoulussa
vuoden 1843 koulujarjestyksesta peruskoulu-uudistuk-
seen.

68. Veijo Meisalo Katri Sarmavuori (toim.) 1988. Ainedi-
daktiikan tutkimus ja tulevaisuus II.

69. Hillevi Kaariainen Hannele Rikkinen 1988. Siirtymi- 15,-
nen peruskoulun ala-asteelta ylaasteelle oppilaiden koke-
mana.

70. Pertti Kansanen 1989. Didaktiikan tiedetausta. Kasvatulc- (ilmestynyt

sen teoriaa didaktiikan nakokulmasta. kirjana)

71. Arja Puurula 1989. Osallistuminen ja yhteistoiminta. Tri- 15,-
angulaatiotutkimus koulutuksen vaikuttavuudesta erads-
sä organisaatiossa.

72. Kaarina Yli-Renko 1989. Suullinen kielitaito ja sen mit- 50,-
taaminen lukion paattovaiheessa.

73. Marjut Laitinen 1989. Musiikinopettajien valinnat, ai- 50,-
neenhallinta ja opetustaito.

74. Erkki Pehkonen (ed.) 1989. Geometry Teaching - Geo- 35,-
metrieunterricht.

75. Mauri Ahlberg 1989. Kasvatuksen arvoperusta: arvojen 35,-
ajattelun ja kasvatustavoiteajattelun valisesta yhteydes-
t .
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76. Veijo Meisalo - Katri Sarmavuori (toim.) 1990. Aine-
didaktiikan tutkimus ja tulevaisuus III.

77. Patrick Scheinin 1990. Oppilaiden minakasitys ja itse-
tunto: Vertailututkimus peruskoulussa ja steinerkoulussa.

78. Eija Syrjalainen 1990. Oppilaiden ja opettajan roolikayt-
taytyminen luokkahuoneyhteisossa.

79. Arja Puurula (toim.) 1990. TekstiilikasityOn tutkimus: 50,-
Suuntaviivoja ja mandollisuuksia.

80. Sirkka Ahonen 1990. The form of historical knowledge 50,-
and the adolescent conception of it.

81. Matti Eratuuli Arja Puurula 1990. Miksi hairitset minua: 50,-
Tyorauhahairioista ja niiden syista ylaasteella oppilaiden
kokemana.

82. Maija Ahtee, Matti Eratuuli ja Veijo Meisalo (toim.) 50,-
1990. Opettajankoulutus ja koulun uudet tyotavat: Mate-
matiikan ja luonnontieteiden opetuksen tutkimuksen pAi-
vat Helsingissa 29.-30.9.1989.

83. Kari Uusikyla 1990. Akateemiseksi luokanopettajaksi ke- 50,-
hittyminen: Seurantatutkimus Helsingin yliopiston opet-
tajankoulutuslaitoksessa 1979-1989.

84. Veijo Meisalo - Matti Eratuuli - Enrico Capaccio 1990. 35,-
Evaluation of laboratory work in secondary school teach-
ing: Development of evaluation methods for the Finnish
comprehensive school with emphasis on the biological
sciences and chemistry.

85. Kaija Turkki 1990. Kotitalous oppiaineena ja tieteenala- 50,-
na: Nakemyksia ja taustoja oppiaineen edelleen kehitta-
miseksi.

86. Erkki Pehkonen Bernd Zimmermann. 1990. Probleema- 60,-
kentat matematiikan opetuksessa ja niiden yhteys ope-
tuksen ja oppilaiden motivaation kehittamiseen. Osa 1:
Teoreettinen tausta ja tutkimusasetelma.

87. Veli Nurmi. 1990. Maamme opettajakorkeakoulut. Kas- 70,-
vatushistoriallinen perustutkimus.

88. Raija Yrjonsuuri. 1990. Lukiolaisten matemaattisen ajat- 60,-
telun oppiminen.

89. Amnesdidaktisk forskning och dess framtid. 1990. Redi- 60,-
gerad av Katri Sarmavuori och Veijo Meisalo.

90. Irina Koskinen. 1990. "Kieliopin paluu". Aidinkielen ns. 60,-
kielentuntemuksen opetus suomenkielisessa peruskoulus-
sa.

91. Irina Koskinen. 1990. Piisonnia sarvista. Aidinkielen opet- 60,-
tajat ja tietokoneet.
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92. Terttu Grohn. 1991. Kotitalouden tieteenalaan liittyvien 60,-
kasitysten muuttuminen korkeakoulutuksen eri vaiheissa.

93. Matti Eratuuli - Veijo Meisalo. 1991. Luonnontutkimus- 60,-
tehtavien analyysi fysiikan ja kemian opetuksen tavoittei-
den nakokulmasta. Teorian jatkokehittelya ja peruskou-
lun oppilaiden saamien tulosten analyysi.

94. Pertti Kansanen (Ed.). 1991. Discussions on Some Educa- 60,-
tional Issues III.

95. Seppo Tella. 1991. Introducing International Communi- 70,-
cations Networks and Electronic Mail into Foreign Lan-
guage Classrooms. A Case Study in Finnish Senior Sec-
ondary Schools.

96. Maija Ahtee Veijo Meisalo - Heimo Saarikko (Eds.) 70,-
1991. Proceedings of the International symposium on the
evaluation of physics education. Criteria, methods and
implications.

97. Maija Ahtee Veijo Meisalo (toim.) 1991. Ainedidaktiik-
ka ja kansainvalisyys. Ainedidaktiikan symposiumi Hel-
singissa 25.1.1991.

98. Erkki Pehkonen. 1991. Probleemakentat matematiikanope *
tuksessa. Osa 2. Opettajankouluttajien kasityksia prob-
leemanratkaisun opettamisesta matematiikassa.

99. Seppo Tella. 1992. Talking Shop Via E-Mail: A Thematic 70.-
and Linguistic Analysis of Electronic Mail Communica-
tion.

100. Seppo Tella (toim.) 1992. Joustava ja laaja-alainen opet- 70.-
taja. Ainedidaktiikan symposiumi Helsingissa 7.2.1992.
Juhlakirja Lyyli Virtasen merkkipaivan johdosta
10.2.1992.

101. Hannele Rikkinen. 1992. Ala-asteen oppilaiden elinym- 70.-
paristo. Tutkimusprojektin teoreettisia lahtokohtia.

102. Maija Ahtee. 1992. Oppilaiden kasitykset valo-opin ilmi- 70.-
oista ja niiden ottaminen huomioon opetuksessa.

103. Arja Puurula. 1992. Ei koulua vaan elamaa varten. Aja- 70.-
tuksia taide- ja taitokasvatuksen asemasta koulussa.

104. Matti Meri. 1992. Miten piilo-opetussuunnitelma toteu- 70.-
tuu.

105. Matti Eratuuli Hansjoachim Lechner. 1992. Werden 70.-
Alltagsvorstellungen der Schiller zu Warmeerschei-
nungen durch den Erfahrungsbereich und den Unterricht
beeinflugt: Eine vergleichende Untersuchung zwischen
deutschen und finnischen schiller
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106. Matti Eratuuli - Arja Puurula. 1992. Miksi hairitset mi- 70,-
nua (2. osa): Opettajan nakokulma tyorauhahairiiiihin
ylaasteella.

107. Raimo Lindh. 1992. Miten koulujen ilmasto muotoutuu. 70,-
108. Erkki Pehkonen. 1992. Problem fields in mathematics 70,-

teaching, Part 3: Views of Finnish seventh-grades about
mathematics teaching.

109. Raija Yrjonsuuri. 1992. Luokanopettajiksi opiskelevien 70,-
matematiikan opiskeluorientaatiot.

110. Seppo Tella. 1992. Boys, girls, and E-mail: A Case Study 70,-
in Finnish Senior Secondary Schools.

111. Eija Syrjalainen. 1992. Muuttuuko koulu? Koulu 2001 70,-
-projektin muuttamisen mandollisuudet ja rajat.

112. Pertti Kansanen. 1992. Kohti koulupedagogiikkaa. Lisaa 70,-
kasvatuksen teoriaa didaktiikan nakokulmasta.

113. Terttu Grohn - Paivi Palojoki (toim.) 1992. Kotitalouden 70,-
toiminta tutkimuskohteena. Kotitalousopetusta palvele-
van tutkimuksen tarkastelutapoja.

114. Anita Sarala 1993. Kirjoituksen opetus Suomen kansa- 70,-
koulunopettajanseminaareissa vuosina 1863 - 1895. Kohti
kaikkien suomalaisten kirjoitustaitoisuutta.

115. Matti Koskenniemi (toim.) 1993. Kasvatusoppia kuilun 70,-
partaalla. Kasvatusopin luentosarja Petroskoin Pedago-
gisessa Instituutissa 1935-36.

116. Johannes Paasonen, Erkki Pehkonen, Jarkko Leino (toim.) 70,-
1993. Matematiikan opetus ja konstruktivismi - teoriaa ja
kaytantOd.

117. Seppo Tella (toim.) 1993. Mika ihmeen humaani ihminen? 70,-
Ainedidaktiikan symposiumi Helsingissa 5.2.1993.

118. Seppo Tella (toim.) 1993. Kielesta mielta mielekasta 70,-
kielta. Ainedidaktiikan symposiumi Helsingissa 5.2.1993.
Osa 2.

119. Hannu Salmi 1993.Science Centre Education. Motivation
and Learning in Informal Education.

120. Terttu Ihalainen 1993. Symbolifunktion ja minatietoisuu-
den kehityksellinen ilmentyminen klassisesti autistisen
lapsen kuvallisessa ilmaisussa.

121. Pertti Kansanen (ed.) 1993. Discussions on Some 70,-
Educational Issues IV.

122. Kirsi Tirri 1993. Evaluating teacher effectiveness by self- 70,-
assessment: a cross-cultural study.
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123. Maija Ahtee Veijo Meisalo Jari Lavonen (Eds.) 70,-
1993. Proceedings of the Finnish - Russian symposium on
Information Technology in Modern Physics Classroom
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